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External electric and magnetic fields affect the orientation of liquid crystal
molecules. Several aspects of these effects have been studied in the liquid crystal 4-npentyl-l'-cyanobiphenyl (3CB) with special attention focused on geometries where one
field is applied along the direction of initial orientation and a second field is applied
perpendicular to this direction to break the uniaxial symmetry of the sample.
Preliminary studies involved measuring the magnetic susceptibility of a nematic
liquid crystal;

for the first time. these measurements were made with a SQUID

magnetometer. Details of the nematic ordering in 3CB over the temperature range of
15-4O'C and in a magnetic field of 0.060T have been deduced from these measurements.
The influence of fields on molecular ordering has been studied theoretically by
extending Alaier Saupe mean field theory to include two fields. The influence of fields
on fluctuations of the nematic director has been stuhed using continuum theory. These
studies show that the effect of fields on fluctuations of the nematic director should
dominate the experimental observations.

Optical measurements are reported which

demonstrate for the first time that a biaxial nematic phase can be induced by applying
two fields to a sample with positive susceptibility anisotropies. This biasial phase was
studied in 5CB at 33.4'C for magnetic fields between .OS-.42T and electric fields
between 0-6x104\'/m.

The results agree with those predicted from fluctuation theory.

As the magnitude of the symmetry breaking field is increased, a transition to an
elastically deformed state takes place;

this Freedericksz transition is usually second

order. Theory and measurements are reported here which show for the first time that
this transition can be first order in a number of geometries for the liquid crystal 5CB.

In conjunction with these measurements, a novel modulated phase has been observed.
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This appears to be a stable, equilibrium phase in which the director remains in the
plane defined by the initial alignment and the distorting field.

Experimental

investigations of this phase are presented and a simple model is proposed which predicts
this behavior.

(iii)
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Liquid crystals are primarily liquids but also share properties of crystalline
materials [see, for esample, de Gennes, 19'741. Vsually, liquids are characterized by
isotropic macroscopic properties and by the ability to flow while crystals are
characterized by long range positional order which leads to anisotropic macroscopic
properties. Like liquids, liquid crystals exhibit fluidity. They are made up of organic
molecules characterized by anisotropic molecular properties and by short range
molec~llarinteractions which couple over many molecular diameters to produce long
range orientational order.

These characteristics result in ariisotropic macroscopic

properties as seen in the diamagnetic and dielectric susceptibilities aud in optical
birefringence.
There are several types of liquid crystalline order which lead to a variety of
phases. Schematics of a few of the most common phases are shown in Figure 1.
The nematic phase is the least ordered liquid crystalline phase. being
characterized by only long range orientational order. It is usually a uniaxial phase in
that macroscopic properties are different along the direction of order and perpendicular
to that direction.

The standard physicists' view of the nematic phase is a uniaxial

phase formed from hard. rod-like molc.cules ordering like pencils in a drawer.

More

realistically, the molecules should be considered to be lath- or book- like and flexible.
Theoretical considerations of book-shaped molecules lead to predictions of biaxial phases
[Straley: 19741. Biaxial nematic phases have beell found esperilncntally in lyotropic [I-u
aud Saupe, 19801, thermotropic polymer [Hessel and Finkelmann, 19861 and recently
thermotropic monomeric systems [hlalthete et al., 19861.
Most of the other liquid crystal phases are smectics: as well as possessing long
range orientational order these phases are characterized by var--:ing degrees of positional
order - the molecules organize themselves in layers and can even have order within the
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Fig. 1. Schematics of various liquid crystal phases. a ) nematic, b) smectic .A and c)
smectic C.

Each rod depicts the average direction of molecular orientation in the

surrounding region.
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layers, for example the hexatic phases where the in-plane ordering is hexagonal. Some
of these phases are biaxial;

here macroscopic properties described by second rank

tensors are characterized by three components. This is the case for the tilted smectics
where the director lies at an angle of 10-25 degrees to the axis perpendicular to the
planes of the molecules.
Transitions between liquid crystal phases are the result of several mechanisms.
In thennotropic liquid crystals, transitions occur from phases of lower to higher
svmmetry as the temperature is increased. In Iyotropic liquid crystals, these transitions
occur primarily as the concentration of rod-likc aggregates in a liquid substrate is
decreased.
The main concern of this thesis will be with nematic liquid crystals. in particular
the effcct of external fields on thew systems. For theoretical I)urposes, the molecules
will be considered be to uniaxial. In the nematic phase, molecules tend to align with
partial ordering of their symmetry axes. This ordering can be described by an order
parameter tensor - where

SQj =
where

i is a unit

$- < 3 laIj - E

, >
~

l1.11

vector along the symmetry axis of the nlolecule and the brackets < >

denote a volunle average. In the principal axis frame. - is diagonal and the order of a
uniaxial phase can be described by the largest eigensalue of the tensor. The frame is
usually chosen so that this is the z component, so that the order is descril~edby SZZ
\v here

szz= S =

2 < 3 cos2e - 1 >.

[la21
Here 6 is the angle between the cylindrical &xis of the rllolecule and the eigcnvector
associated with thc largest eigenralue and the average is taken over available
configurations. This definition has the property that if there is no orientational order
and thc system is isotropic, S = 0. while when the order is complete aud all the
molecules line up along the sanie asis, S = 1. The eigenvector associated with the
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largest eigenvalue of

-S

in the principal axis frame is defined to be the director.

In

principle, the director can vary in space and time, though in a well aligned sample, the
variations of the director will be small. To take these fluctuations into account, the
order of the system in the lab frame is represented Ly the matrix

where

4(r) is a unit vector along the director at a point

i(r)
and - i ( r )

I in the fluid. The directions

are equivalent. The molecular order parameter is given by

a d the average is taken over a volume \.'(I) small compared to the wavelength of the
director deformations.
The most important properties of liquid crystal phases. at least from a
technological point of view. are related to their response to esternal electric and
magnetic fields.

External fields affect the liquid crystal by changing both the local

ordering of the molccules and the thermal fluctuations of the director. These changes
affect the properties of the bulk sample.

Several aspects of these phenomena,

particularly thosc related to the nematic phase. will be considered in this thesis.
Theory and measurement of the magnetic susceptibility will be discussed in the
second chapter.

The determination of the susceptibility of liquid crystals to applied

fields is a fundamental problem in the study of these materials for several reasons.
Firstly, the order parameter of the sample can in principle be determined by analyzing
measurements of any second rank tensor property of the bulk material. Secondly, most
applications of liquid crystals depend on their response to applied fields, and as this
response is partly determined by the susceptibility anisotropy,

knowledge of the

susceptibility is of practical interest. In addition. information about the susceptibility
anisotropies is sometimes necessary for the determination of other physical parameters,
such as the elastic constants. One of the early projects of this thesis work involved the
measurement of the magnetic susceptibility of a nematic liquid crystal with a SQUID
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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(Superconducting

Quantum

Interference

De~lce) magnetometer.

SQUID

magnetometers had not been used previously in the measurement of magnetic properties
of liquid crystals and the iutrinsic sensitivity of the

SQUID suggested that a more

accurate measure of the order parameter might be obtained by using this method. This
work was furthcr motivated by the fact that magnetic susceptibility measurements are
the easiest to relate to the order parameter. l\%ile the results for dielectric properties
are difficult to analyze due to 1ocal.field effects. the order parameter can be accurately
determined from magnetic susceptibility measurements because the small magnetic
susceptibility of liquid crystals makes the inclusion of local field corrections unnecessary
in the analysis of the data.
The second aspect of the influence of fields on nematic liquid crystals studied
\%-asthe effect of fields on the nematic order. particularly where fields were used to
break the uniaxial symmetry of the sample. -1s a precursor to the experimental work.
theoretical investigations mere carricd out to extend esisting theories to the case of two
fields.

There are ttro contributions to the order of the bulk sample:

(i) local

orientational order of the molecules and (ii) fluctuations of the local order. Both of
these are affected by external fields.

The two contributions are usually considered

separately; mean field theory can be used to discuss molecular ordcring and continuum
theory is used to discuss fluctuation effects. These theories are developed in Chapter 3.
These two contributions affect different aspects of the macroscopic properties.
Changing the orientational order of the molecules affects the average of the molecular
polarizabilities and hence the macroscopic properties. The fluctuations of the director
in a particular region of the sample change the principal axis frame of the anisotropic
macroscopic properties in that region and so any change in the fluctuation spectrum will
changc the average properties for the sample. The magnitude and nature of the effects
on the macroscopic properties are compared. In the last section of the chapter, other
esperiments investigating field induced order are discussed and finally, the e-xperiments
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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performed for this thesis are described and the results are compared to theory.
External fields may compete with the elasticity of the bulk sample to influence
the equilibrium distortions of the director. Distortions of the director may be viewed as
being made up of the three principal modes shown in Figure 2. There are three elastic
constants associated with the principal modes;
constant,

K2:and. the bend constant, K,.

boundary conditions and/or external fields.

the splay constant, Ii,, the twist

Nematics can be distorted by competing
Boundary conditions are imposed by

treating the container walls so that the molecules align at some specified direction to
the walls. For example, conditions where the molecules are aligned to be perpendicular
(homeotropic alignment), to be parallel (planar homogeneous alignment) or to be tilted
with respect to the I~oundary can be obtained.

If the ficlds are large enough to

overcome the rtls training elastic torques. bulk reorientation of the sample will occur.
The fourth chapter deals with theory and experiment related to these phenomena,
focusing on the effect of competing electric and magnetic fields.
The fifth chapter discusses a new modulated phase discovered in the course of
the measurements described in Chapter 3.

Phases where the director is modulated

rather than uniform in space are not uncommon in the study of liquid crystals. and the
various classes and mechanisms will be discussed.

Theoretical and experimental

characterization of the unique modulated phase discovered here !{-ill be described and
related to previous results.

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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%

-

Fig. 2. Deformation modes possible in a nematic liquid crystal. a) undeformed state,

.

,

b) splay mode, c) bend mode and d) twist mode.
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chapter

2 Jlannetlc Susceptibilitv d

Srvstals

2LTheorv
Consider the effect of a magnetic field
~nagneticinduction

H on a nematic liquid crystal. The

B is given by
B=po(X+B)

where

is the magnetization,

H ,is

P.11

the applied field and po is the permitivity of free

space. The magnetization is

hl& = yaBHJ

p.21

where l a j are elements of the diamagnetic susceptibility tensor

1.

In a uuiaxial

nematic liquid crystal with director along i, this tensor is given by

where yl and

kII

are the components of

perpendicular and parallel to the director.,

The average susceptibility is given by

and the anisotropy of the suseptibility is defined as

It is interesting to note that while both
positive for most liquid crystals.

XI,

and

xl

are negative, the anisotropy is

This is because the largest contribution to the

molecular diamagnetism comes from the induced current carried by the delocalized
electrons of the aromatic rings present in most liquid crystals.
negative contribution to the component of
that here

x

This makes a large

perpendicular to the director. .Also note

is a volume susceptibility; the mass susceptibility is related to the volume

susceptibility through the density of the material

p;

xm =

y/p.

It is convenient to define the anisotropic part of the magnetic susceptibility

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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tensor,

This is a traceless, second rank tensor which will be zero in the isotropic phase.
Interpretation of the anisotropic magnetic suscepcibility in terms of the local
microscopic order S as defined in Chapter 1 involves considering the relationship
between microscopic and macroscopic susceptibilities.

In the simplest case, the

molecules are assumed to be uniaxial with components of the molecular magnetic
susceptibility parallel

(K

) and perpendicular

II

(sl)

i component of the molecular magnetic moment

to the long axis of the molecule. The
g

induced by a field

H acting

along i

of such a molecule oriented at an angle 6 with respect to i is given by
[2.i']
The average component of the magnetization per unit volume along i is then

where pn is the number density and

< > denotes an average over the sample volume.

The susceptibility parallel to the director can be written

where the molecular susceptibility ailisotropy and the average molecular susceptibility
are defined as
Ar

= r l l- r l

r

+ 2rcl

and Y = II

3
.
Similarily, the magnetic moment of a inolecule oriented at an angle

6

with respect to i

and 4 with respect to ?;-?
for H acting along 2, is

and so the average component of the magnetization per unit volume along 2 is

where the 4 dependence averages out because the sample is cylindrically symmetric.
The susceptibility perpendicular to the director can be written
xl=pn [ Y

- j A* s].

Thus, for a uniasial nematic made up of uniasial molecules.
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Y =pnR

(2.141

A x = pn AK S.

(2.151

Then. the z component of the anisotropic part of the magnetic susceptibility tensor
given by

Qrr =

A\ =

3

5 pn AS S

is proportional to the order parameter of the nematic.

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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JTeasurements Qf

diamametic siisceptihilitv Qf 4-n-pentsl-4'-cvanobinhenvl

a SOUU w e t o m e t e r

(SCB)

Measurements of the diamagnetic susceptibility are complicated by the fact that
the susceptibility of liquid crystals is very small. typically

~y

-

10-"1KS.

X variety

of sensitive techniques have been employed to measure this property. Most methods
measure

y

II

as they rely on the fact that a nematic sample placed in a strong magnetic

field aligns along the field and \\-ill have a magnetization proportional to y
Measurements of
be obtained.

II-

are made in the isotropic phase so that full information on A X can

The Faraday-Curie method [de Jeu and Claassen, 1975: Sherrell and

Crellin. 1!179] measures the magnetic force on a sample suspended in an inhomogeneous
field. In this rnethod, a small field gradient is present in the main. aligning field in the
direction perpendicular to the director. The sample experiences a force in the direction
of the field gradient proportional to the susceptibility;

this force is measured with a

sensitive balance. The Gouy balance method [Kneppe et al.. 19521 measures the force
on a cylindrical sample whose ends are placed in two uniform fields of different
magnitude.
For this thesis. magnetic susceptibility has been measured with a SQUID
(Superconducting Quantum Iuterference Delice) system [Frisken et al.. 19561; here the
magnetization

induced in a sample by

the stable, homogeneous

field of a

superconducting magnet is detected by a superconducting pick-up coil coupled to a
SQUID magnetometer. It has been k n o ~ mfor some time that SQUID devices offer the
greatest potential for sensitive measurements of magnetic susceptibility, though there
are practical challenges. SQUID devices operate at liquid helium temperatures while
most liquid crystalline materials e-xhibit nlesomorphic behavior near room temperature.
The large temperature gradients necessitated by the close proximity of the sample and
the superconducting pick-up coil make it difficult to achieve the full sensitivity inherent
in a SQUID system. This general problem has been studied by Philo and Fairbank

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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[I9771 among others.
The design of the SQUID susceptometer used mas similar to that developed at
Stanford [Philo and Fairbank, 1977; Day, 1972; Philo, 1977). The system featured a
direct access sample space which could be temperature controlled to within k10 mK
over the temperature range 100 K - 330 I<. The temperature of the sample and the
heat flow from the sample to the helium bath were controlled hy a set of shields. .A
typical choice of shield operation temperature resulted in a helium loss rate of 12 l/day
at a sample temperature of approximately 300 I<. The temperature of these shields was
regulated to f 1 0 mI< to minimize contributions to the SQUID signal from temperature
dependent paramagnetism of the shields. The sample magnetization was monitored by a
pair of astatically wound superconducting pick-up coils which constituted the primary
winding of the flux transformer. This was connected to a commercial SHE 330 SQUID
system.

.A superconducting (KbTi) shield surrounding the pick-up coils and sample

spacc stabilized the externally applied field and shielded out estraneous magnetic noise.
The applied field was provided by a small superconducting magnet which was capable
of producing fields up to 1 T , uniform to within i 0.1% for a distance of 25 mm along
m
fields were
the coil axis nleasurcd from the center of the coils. The m ~ ~ i r n uoperating
limited to 0.1 T.

Independent optical measurements showed that this field I\-as

suficient to align the liquid crystal sample.
This
The liquid crystal sample used was 5CB or .1-n-~entyl-4'-c_vanobi~hen~l.
liquid crystal was used in all of the e-xperiments discussed in this thesis. It is a simple
liquid crystal in that it has only a nematic phase: homologues of this system with
longer alkyl chains show smectic phases as well.

It is frequently used by scientists

investigating liquid crystal properties because it is chemically inert and longlived and
has a nematic phase around room temperature. .Also, its physical properties are well
known, making it a suitable choice for the study of new phenomena as well as for the
testing of new measurement techniques.

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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A portion of the sample material used in this experiment was obtained from
BDH while the rest was synthesized by'Dr. Gordon Bates at the University of British
Columbia. The BDH sample was used without further purification. .Approximately 200
mg samples were contained in 5 mm 0.d. IiAIR tubes attached to quartz support rods.
The sample assembly could be raised and lowered by a computer controlled servomotor
and was contained in a helium atmosphere. At the beginning of each run, the sample
tube was lowered and raised through the pick-up coil region at a fixed temperature and
field, producing a signal as the sample tube passed through the coils.

The signals

produced by the astatic coils were opposite in polarity and the absolute susceptibility of
the sample was obtained from this data. The accuracy of these results was limited by
noise resulting from movement of the sample.

Once the absolute susceptibility mas

obtained in this way, more accurate measurement of the relative susceptibility was
made by holding the sample in one of the coils at a position of maximum signal and
varying the temperature.

CVith the sample in this position. it mas heated above the

nematic-isotropic transition temperature (35.3-C) in a field of 0.060 T. The sample was
then cooled slowly in stages. .At each stage the sample was equilibrated for at least 20
minutes:

the output voltage of the SQUID system was monitored during this time.

After reaching equilibrium, data were recorded every minute for a further ten minutes.
The instrument was calibrated using spectro grade benzene with a mass
~
[Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 19701. For a
susceptibility of 8 . 8 2 ~ 1 0 -m3/kg
273 mg sample of benzene in a field of 0.060 T , the flu appearing in the SQUID due to
the sample corresponded to 54 flus quanta,

Over a temperatme range of 25'C, the

susceptibility was found to be constant to within .02%. This represents the accuracy to
which changes in the susceptibility could be measured in this apparatus.
susceptibility (relative to benzene) could be determined to within 10%.

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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2-3: Results
In the nematic phase of 5CB, the susceptibility tensor consists of tw-o
components,

II

and sl.

The susceptibility anisotropy of 5CB is positive and the

sample aligns with the director parallel to the magnetic field.

The experimental

configuration allowed for the measurement of susceptibility parallel to the field ( x ).

I1

Assuming that the molecular diamagnetic susceptibility is independent of temperature,
the average mass susceptibility ym is also independent of temperature and can be
measured in the isotropic phase. Then 1 1 can be determined from

The determination of

requires corrections to be made for the temperature

dependence of the susceptibility of the quartz sample tube.

This was done by

subtracting the signal due to the empty tube which was measured separately. It was
also necessary to correct the data for a quasi-linear drift in the output (

< -41 f l u

quantum/hr) associated with the decrease in liquid helium level in the cryostat. The
correction was calculated by a liuear fit to the drift rate measured with the sample in
thermal equilibrium.
The absolute value of the Inass susceptibility in the isotropic phase was
determixled to be 8.37

*

O.OSS~O-~m3/kg.

This differs l)y 1% from the value of

S.-13s10-' 1n3/kg quoted by Sherrell and Crellin [1979]. This is well xithiu the expected
accuracy.
The results for the anisotropy of the susceptibility as a function of temperature
are sho1r.n in Figure 3. Csing the form of lum
employed by Sherrell and Crellin [I9791

the results presented here can be compared to those of the above authors. X non-linear
least squares fit of the data below the transition to this form gives
= 2 . S S i ~ l 0 - ' ~A?
, = 6.510~10-",

.A3

.Ao = ~.33SxlO-'~,
.A1

= 3 . 5 2 0 ~ 1 0 - 'and
~ n = 0.63 with TNI= 35.3'C

where the results of Sherrell and Crellin [I9791 are T N I= 35.TaC,
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Temperature ("C)

Fig. 3. Magnetic anisotropy Ay of the liquid crystal 5CB (4-n-pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl).
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m3/kg, XI = 3.414~10-'~
m3/kg/Kn, .A2 = 1.652~10-'~
m3/kg/K, .A3 = i . 2 7 7 ~ 1 0 - ' ~
m3/kg/K' and n = .i935. The data can'also be compared to that of Buka and de Jeu
[I9821 if it is fit to an equation of the form

Here. the best non-linear least squares fit provides values y=.9993. z=.lM3 and
~ ~ , = 2 . 3 6 x 1 0 m3/kg
-~
while Buka and de Jeu [I9821 give values y=.9995, z=.l4l and
~ y o = 2 . 1 4 ~ 1 0m3/kg
-~
with TNI = 34.5.C.

Chi-square

u2

is 8 . 0 2 ~ 1 0 - ?for
~ the first fit

and l.G8xl0-?' for the second where

yi are the data and yf are the results of the fit to the data points. ui are the weighting
factors of the data points.

These are assunled to be equal to unity for all the data

points. The temperature dependence of the measured anisotropy can be related to the
order parameter through Eqn. [ l G ] .
The results shown in Figure 3 are comparable in accuracy to those obtained
using more conventional techniques.

This is in contrast to the four or five orders of

magnitude of improvement which xilight be espected when using the SQUID technique
[Philo. 19'iib]. The accuracy of our results is limited by the low applied field. by noise
and drift and by variations in the sample temperature.

In the absenct.

cif

field

dependent noise, the sample magnetization and hence the SQUID sensitivity increases
with applied field.

Unfortunately, the apparatus used was originally designed for

different experiments involving small applied fields. The theoretical limit on applied
fields imposed by the Kb tubing shielding the pick-up coil leads was 0.13 T at the
operating temperature of the shield. In practice, the Nb shield was effective only up to
0.06 T. In principle. the use of NbTi to shield the pick-up coil leads would allow the
use of applied fields to at least as high as 5 T, but in practice, the full sensitivity
implied by this field is difficult to attain. (For detailed discussion of the linlitations
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imposed by magnetic field noise, see Philo [19'77b].) The range of improvement
e-qected by increasing the applied field to 5 T is between one and two orders of
magnitude, however, the extensive modifications requirccl to change to NbTi shielding
on the pick-up coils leads were not pursued. Noise and drift in the detected signal were
due to many sources [Philo. 1977b1, but the limiting factor appeared to be magnetic
impurities in the aluminum form on which the SQUID pick-up coil was mound. This
form contributed both to low temperature susceptibility noise and to drift due to
temperature variations. Control of the temperature of the coil form mas less effective
(about 50 m1-i) than that employed by Philo [1977a. 1977bI. The temperature control of
the sample was limited by the small sample space and the proximity of the helium
bath.

The sample space size was chosen to minimize liquid helium losses and to

maximize the effectiveness of the shielding.

IVith this csperimental configilration.

lnillidegree stability of the sample is obtainable but not the microdegree stability
desired for detailed measurements close to the phase transition.
In summary, the sensitivity achieved in these measurements is comparable to
that obtained by other techniques. Improvements to the apparatus should increase the
sensitivity by about two orders of magnitude making it more sensitive than the
Faraday-Curie and the C;ouy balance te~hni<~ucs.
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3-1.

Field Theorv

3-1 Lil: Field effects on

( I :

stational order

In the presence of two fields, the ordering will in general be biaxial, and two
scalar order parameters which couple simultaneously to both fields will be required to
describe the nematic ordering. Both the order of the nematic liquid crystal sample and
the phase behavior of the system are affected by the presence of electric and magnetic
fields [Frisken et al., 19871.
The effects of fields ~n molecular ordering can be described by two types of
theories;

both we mean field theories in that they ignore fluctuations.

Previous

thearetical work on biasial phase behavior in the presence of external fields has mostly
employed a phenomenological Landau-de Gennes expansion [Fan and Stephen. 1970:
Priest, 1975; Keyes. 1973; Palffy-lluhoray and Dunrnur, 1983;

Gramsbergen et al.,

198Gl. Here the free energy of thc system is expanded in terms of an order parameter
with the addition of extra terms to describe the field energies. This type of expansion is
cornplicatcd by two observations:

that the expansion paranleters inay be field

dependent [Palffy-XIuhoray and Dunrnur. 19831 and that the coefficicnts may take on
different values in different resions of the phase diagram. ;Another problem with this
approach is that the e-xpansion is valid only for small values of the order parameter and
thus

may not

provide an appropriate description of first

order

transitions.

Alternatively, theories considering molecular interactions using a combination of
attractive and repulsive potentials can be used to study the global features of the phase
diagram.'

L'arious types of ~nolecular statistical theories have been considered in

discussions of liquid crystalline order, see for example Gelbart [19S2].
We have used a molecular statistical model to describe the effect of fields on
molecular ordering. The particular model used here is the hlaier Saupe model [blaier
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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and Saupe, 1958; 1959; 19601. This model, in spite of its simplicity, has been quite
successful in describing the first order nematic-isotropic transition and has been
extended to include the effect of a single field [Wojtottpicz and Sheng, 19741 as well as
other situations of interest to liquid crystals, for example binary mixtures [Palffyhluhoray et al., 19851. In this approach. the intermolecular interactions are replaced by
an effective self-consistent pseudo-potential.
To expand the llaier Saupe theory to include the presence of external fields, we
consider a nematic in the presence of an c.lectric field

E and

a magnetic field

B.

The

molecules are assumed to be nonpolar and to have intermolecular interactions as well as
electric and magnetic susceptibilities with cylindrical symmetry about the same axis. It
can be shown that the general situation in which the fields are oriented in arbitrary
directions is then equivalent to one in which one has a m a ~ n e t i cand an electric field
oriented along two perpendicular ases. The free energ. per molecule is written

F = - kBT In z

[3.11

The partition function. z, can be expressed in terms of a single particle pseudopotential
E

SO

that

where 3 = (kBT)-'.

= dil/-i;r = sine de

i is a unit rrctor along the s?-mmetry axis of the molecule and d21
dd / 47. The pseudopotential is given by [Palffy-lluhoray et al..

where 7 is the isotropic liquid potential. p is the density and

U represents the

interaction strength. Summation over repeated Greek indices is assumed. The tensor
order parameter is trace free and symmetric. It will be shown later to be given by the
expression
S a j = <uaj>

= 21

< 3 1, l3 -

bob

>.

[3e4]

In the principal axis frame the order parameter has three components, SW, Syy and
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SZZ. It is convenient to define two new order parameters Q = <q> = <aZz>and P =
<p> = <axx-ayy>,

known as t h e uniaxial and the biaxial order parameters

respectively. The order parameter tensor can now be written

- is defined as
The generalized tensor field D
DQB =
where EQ and

4 C-\L Ha H j

+A&

EQ E

31

P.61

H a are cartesian components of the electric and magnetic fields,

respectively. The molecular properties are assumed to be uniaxial: the anisotropies of
the magnetic and electric nlolecular polarizabilities are given by
and
An = 0
[3.7]
= 71 - K l
II - 0 l
where 11 and I denote the componeuts of the molecular susceptibility parallel and
perpendicular to the long asis of the molecule.
The equilibrium free energy Feq can be found by minimizing the trial free
e n e r a of Eqn. [3.1] with respect to 5:
-

This results in self-cousistcnt equations for the components of 5:

sop= 1

1

d2i

e-YP

( - ~ ( i )=)

[3-91

An expression for the equilibrium free energy can then be obtained by substituting this
solution for 5 into Eqn. [3.1]. Feq is then no longer a function of 5 and in fact, it can
be shown that 5 is conjugate to D.
- This can be shown by differentiatins Feq with
respect to Dad

so that
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There are two useful properties of D that simplify the order parameter
calculations.

The first is that an arbitrary configuration of constant electric and

magnetic fields is equivalent to a situation in ~vluchtwo fields are oriented along two
perpendicular axis. To see this, consider the field tensor D which is real and symmetric
and therefore diagonizable. D
- only enters the formalism through the term DaJoga in
the pseudopotential. In the principal axis frame for D,this term can be rewritten
Doj"pa

= .Dxxaxx

+ DVJoyy + Dzz~zz.

[3.11]

Since - is traceless. an arbitrary term linear in Tr (a)
- can be added to the field term.
Dad",3a = D a 3 ° ~ o a 'adU3a

[3.12]

where a is a constant. If a = -DF,
Do J QJ,

= ( D S X - D ~ ~ )i
Q ~. ~D Z Z - D , ~ ) Q Z Z

p.131

and therefore the field term in the pseudopotential appears to involve only two fields
oriented along two perpendicular axis.

The two new field tensor components (Dxx-

Dvv)
.," and (DZz-Dyy) will be functions of the original fields and the molecular
anisotropies. Therefore. for a given non-orthogonal set of

and

H

fields, there all\-ays

exists a set of orthogonal fields E aud H which give the same tensor Dudaud thus the
- we need
same free energy. Thus in studying the behavior of the liquid crystal on D

only look at orthogonal electric and magnetic fields. The second property involves the
relationship between the principal axis frames for D
- and 5.

The equilibrium free

- and the temperature T.
energy, Feq, is a function only of the generalized field tensor D

It contains scalar terms made up of the field tensor. There are only two such terms:
D a ~ D p a and

D,?D3yD7a.

Since the order parameter is conjugate to the field tensor.

so S- will contain terms like
D ~ aand

In the principal asis frame for D,
-

DSYDya.

[3.16]

is diagonal and only the diagonal elements of - will

- 1111 also be a principal &xis frame for 5.
survive. Therefore, a principal asis frame for D
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For special values of the fields degenerate situations may occur in which the order
parameter is free to rotate about some axis at no energy cost.
Now consider the casc whcre the magnetic field is applied along i and the
electric field is applied along i.

In the principal asis frame. the pseudopoteiltial

becomes,
c

= -p

U [Qq -

4

Q2

+ 4 ( Pp - 1 P2 ) - hq + 21e ( q - p )]

[3.17]

where the field parameters h and e are

Yegative values of h and e correspond to negative susceptibility anisotropies.
Minimizing the free energy yields self-consistent equations for the average values
of the order parameters

Q=
P=

and

1 /d21 q exp ( - 3 i ( i ~ )

/

d21p esp ( - 3 4 ) ) .

Thus. the behavior of Q and P as a function of the three thermudynamic variables T, e
and h can be determined. By expressing these equations in terms of integrals involving
complex error functions and solving numerically using fixed point iteration for given
values of the fields and the temperature, the order paramenters P and Q, the phase
transition temperatures and the spinodal points can be calculated.

Once the order

parameters are known the corresponding free energy can be conlputed from [3.1]. The
program used for these calculations is listed in Appenhx A.
The calculations are simplified by the fact that the different regions of the e,h
phase plane are symmetry related. It turns out that it is only necessary to compute the
order parameters and the free energy for O ~ e l h . Since the two fields in Eqn. [3.6]
couple to the order parameters in the same way, the case e
relabelling the electric and magnetic fields.

> h can be handled by

In the case of a field with negative

anisotropy parameters, we can use the fact that ua3 is traceless to subtract a null term
b6a8uja, where

is the Kronecker symbol, from the pseudopotential given by Eqn.
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[3.3]. If we choose b to be the largest of -e or -h we sce that a field with negative
anisotropy is equivalent to fields with positive anisotropy along the two perpendicular
a.-.-is. Also, since the molecules are assumed to be nonpolar, positive and negative
directions of the fields are equivalent.

It is also important to note that there are

equivalence relations between order parameters corresponding to a relabelling of the
coordinate axes [Palffy-Muhoray et al., 1985).
The effect of a single field acting along the director of a material of positive
susceptibi1it.y is well established [FVojtowicz and Sheng, 19741. The first order isotropicuniaxial nematic transition temperature increases with the field aud ends at a critical
point.

The order parameters and the free energy for various values of h with e=O.

reproducing results of IYojtowicz and Sheng [1974].were calculated from Eqn. [3.19]and

[XI.]
and are shown in Figure 4. Temperatures are given in units of the zero field
nematic to isotropic transition temperature TNI, while the free energy is given in units
of k B T N I . The transition can be located by follolving the lowest free energy branch.
Metastable states are cspectcd between the transition aud the spinodal points.

As

expected. the biaxial order parameter P is always zero.
The phase diagram for c=O and both positive and negative h is shown in Figure
5 . For positive h. the first order line ends in a critical point at h = .0097. For negative

h. the first order line becomes a second order line at a tricritical point at h = -0.042.
.Accurate calculation of the tricritical point is made difficult by the fact that the free
energy lines corresponding to different solutions have the same slope. The best method
for calculation of the tricritical point calls for a series expansion in P of the free energy
around the point; as knowledge of this value was not considered crucial for this work,
this method was uot pursued.

As h

- --x the ordering becomes two-dimensional as

the director will be forced to lie in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field,
corresponding to Q = -

2 when fI is along z. At high temperatures the molecular

symmetry ayes will be distributed uniformly in this plane and the system will be
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Fig. 4. Or(1c.r l)arniuetcrs Q and P ant1 free energy F for e=O ant1 vnriolis values of h. e

--A" E:!

l1 - I*H'.

TIE ten~peratureis expressed in units of the nematic3pU
3rU
isotro1,ic: tsalisititon tcm~)crntlircT N Iand tllc frcc cnergy is c~xpressedin units of kBTN,.
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Fig. 5. l'llase diagram along the line e=O.

Solid lines represent first order transitions,

tlirsllcrl linc's corrcspol~dto scco~ldortlel- transt.iolls, wliilr dotted lines are spinodals. e =

h2,11 = &d.?
and T is iu units
3rCT

3,) U
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uniaxial. At a certain temperature T,x, there mill bc a symmetry breaking transition to
a biaxial phase with P # 0. By expanding the free energy in P for Q = be calculated to be 1.703.

4,

T m can

Sumerical results show that the transition temperature

approaches 1.703 monotonically from below; this result is different from that of the
usual Landau approach [Palffy-hjluhoray and Dunmur, 19831 where the transition
temperature has a maximum for a finite field. The spinodds are shown as dotted lines.
To study the induced liaxiality, nonzero values of e are considered.

Figure 6

shows the order parameter and the free energy for certain values of h = e.
symmetry this situation is equivalent to the case h

By

< 0. e = 0 with h acting along y.

The biaxial order parameter is a maximum at the nematic-isotropic transition and goes
to zero as Q-1.
Figure i shows a projection of the phase diagram onto the e-h plane. with a
three-dimensional plot of the phase diagram shon-n in Figure 8. The surface of first
order transitions looks sometvhat like an umbrcila that has been turned inside out by
the wind and with spokes in the -e.T and -h,T and e=h. T planes. In addition to the
surface of first order transitions shown in Figure S there are three vertical sheets of
.transitions between two phases in which the biaxial order parameter P changes sign.
There is neither latent heat nor spinodals associated with these transitions. which can
take place continuous1~-through a rotation in the x-y plane. The transition temperature
T N Ihas an absolute minimum T N Ifor e = h = 0, and for small fields this temperature
increases by an amount which is proportional to e or h (i.e. proportional to the field
squared).
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Fig. 7 . Projt*ctio~lof the plmse cliagmln on to the e-11 plalw. X sllrface of first order
transitiolls is susl)<!nclcdI~et\vcci~
t1it.c~synliilctry rclatetl tricritical poiiits and bounded
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Liil; Effects

gro~ertieg

The fields needed to reach the critical or tricritical points are so large that the
nature of these points cannot be investigated experimentally.
where TNI= 308

For example, for 5CB

K, the ordinary critical point should occur at 1.045 T N I = 322 K.

With known [Frisken et al., 1986; Buka and Bata. 19861 values of the asisotropies A X
and

the critical field h=0.0097 would correspond to a magnetic field of 847 T or an

electric field of 7.8~10' V/m. In the case of the tricritical point at h = e = 0.042, T =
1.078 TNI= 332 I< and the tricritical
1.62xlO"'/rn

fields are 1765 T for the magnetic field and

for the electric field.

It remains then to calculate how big an effect the induced bia..iality of the
molecular ordering will have

011

measurable quantities. The induced bi~uialitycan be

detected by measuring the change in l~irefringenceof the sample with a laser incident
along the asis of initial alignment of the sample placed between crossed polarizers.
Birefringence is the macroscopic property which can be measured with the highest
accuracy, measurements of changes of the birefringence of liquid crystal samples on the
order of lo-' have been reported [llalraison et al.. 1930]. The birefringence of the
sample is a bulk property and depends on both the molecular polarizability and the
orientational order of the molecules.
When an electric field (such as that due to the incident laser beam) is present in
the sample, the resulting electric displacement depends both on the applied electric field

E and the polarization P of the system,
D P = eOE3 + PLI
The bulk dielectric tensor

6

[3.20]

is defined
Dp =

'O',~~E,.

[3.21]

Combining Eqn. [3.20] and Eqn. [3.21], an equation for the polarization can be obtained

Pp = €0 ( f P 7 - 6$,,) E7.

[3.22]

The polarization of the system has two sources: the permanent dipole moments
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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of the molecules and the molecular polarizability of the molecules.

.At optical

frequencies, there is no contribution to the polarization from the permanent dipole
moments. Then the polarization is due to the dipole moment induced by the local field

E where

the local field consists of the fields due to the dipole moments of the other

molecules as well as the applied field. The dipole moment of the ith molecule pi is

where gL is the molecular polarizablility tensor in the lab frame and

$ is the local field

seen by the ith prticle. .As with the case of the molecular magnetic susceptibility, the
polarizability tensor in the molecular frame can be represented by a diagonal tensor

where

al

and a

II

are the polarizabilities perpendicular and parallel to the symmetry

axis of the uniaxial molecule. Transformation of the uniaxial molecular polarizability
tensor to the lab frame involves the rotation matrix 1
- for two angles
cos o cos B

T- =

L

sin

-sin o
cos 4 sin B

Q

cos B

cos

o

sin o cos B

-sin B

0
cos 0

J

In the lab frame.

L' - z-lghl

T
,

[3.26]

that is
Q

where agl =

5

JTL = 'h1

(a +2a1)

11

+ "a31

'/jT

is the average polarizability, ,laJI =

anisotropy of the molecular polarizability and

[3.27]

(3 l i j li-, -bJ71
3
J

(aII-al)

ii is the unit vector along the long axis of

the ith molecule.
The polarization of the sample is then

P = pn < CKL
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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where I
- is the identity matrix, pn is the number density, - is the order parameter
tensor defined in Eqn. [3.5] and

F is the average local field. In deri~lngthis relation, we

have assumed a mean field view of the local field, that is. that the local field does not

.

care about the orientation of the molecule so that the average over molecular
orientation can be carried out independently of the average over

Ei.

Before continuing with considerations of the local field, it is worthwhile to
summarize the extension of this derivation to the case of non-uniaxial molecules. In
this case the polarizability tensor, as seen in the principal axis frame of the molecule, is
written

Ql

;.I-[

0

1

"1-

[3.29]

Now the rotation matrix which will transform from the molecular frame to the lab
frame will involve all three Euler angles. After averaging over all of the molecules in
the sample, the anisotropic part of the polarizability tensor can be written [Bergersen et
al.. 19881

where in this case, there are four molecular order parameters (Q,P.D,C) which are given

C =~<L~~~-L?~?-L~~~+L~).?>.
Li (i=1,?,3) are the vectors in the principal directions of the molecular polarizability. P
and C are order parameters for the biaxial phase, while D is the contribution to the
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uniaxial phase made by biaxial molecules. Even in a uniaxial phase, measurements of
different macroscopic susceptibilities will,reflect different linear combinations of the
order parameters due to different molecular susceptibilities.
Calculation of the local field is a complicated problem.

In principle, the

calculation should sum the contributions of all of the induced dipoles as well as of the
applied field, while, in practice, a variety of approximations have been used to simplify
this problem.

In order to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the effect of

molecular ordering on the birefringence, I will only consider the simplest model,
proposed by Vuks [1966]. This assumes an isotropic form for the relation between the
local and applied fields

where 7 is the average dielectric constant. Then the relation between the molecular
polarizabilities and the dielectric constants can be writ ten

The refractive indicies Xi are simply related to the dielectric constants

For uniaxial rnolccules. the relation between the birefringence. the molecular
polarizabilities and the biaxial order parameter is given by:

For B = 0.41 T,

E = 3x10'

V/m, and using data from Dunmur and Tomes [19S3], we

find that AN = 3.7x10-', which should be just measurable with careful technique.
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U Continuum Tlieory

3-2

a Field effects on fluctuatioq amplitudes
In the continuum model, nematic liquid crystals are characterized by a director

field fi(r) which defines the local principal axis of some second rank tensor property.
The director field exhibits thermal fl1:rtuations which are opposed by elastic torques
and which may be influenced by external magnetic and electric fields. The external
fields couple to the director fluctuations via the anisotropic susceptibilities;

for a

material of positive susceptibility anisotropy, a field along the director will quench the
fluctuations while one applied perpendicular to the director will enhance fluctuations
parallel to the field. In the latter case. the unia~ialsymmetry of the system is broken.
and the sample becomes hiaxial.
The alnplitude of these fluctuations can be calculated by considering the effect of
deformations of the director on the free energ- developed for the continuum model by
Frank [195S].

This calculation was first carried out by de Gennes [1968].

The

derivation. extended to include two perpendicular fields. is outlined below.
Consider a sample with its average director along i with small variations of the
director t h r o u ~ h the sample.

These variations correspond to nonzero k and _i.

components of the director: as the fluctuations are assumed to be small. nz

>> nx.ny.

In the continuum model. the free energy density of the system due to elastic effects is

where ii = (cos~sin0,sinosin6,cos8).Q and d are the azimuthal and polar angles. K,, I<?
and K 3 are the splay, twist and bend elastic constants. Small fluctuations result in the
elastic free energy increasing by an amount
1
A F =~~i,(a,n~;a~n,)-+~~<~(a,n,
~
- ' 1
-axny)2+2K3[(azn,)?+(azny)?]
w

The experimental geometry under study makes use of a magnetic field

(3.371

lii applied

along the direction of initial alisnment, i. and of a voltage applied so as to result in an
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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electric field

E (in the undistorted

sample) perpendicular to this direction, say along 1.

Because of the different magnitudes, of the electric and magnetic susceptibility
anisotropies, the two field energy terms have to be considered differently. In the case of
the magnetic field, the susceptibility anisotropy is of the order of 10-"III;S
magnetic field

H

and the magnetic induction

B

so that the

are essentially parallel. In the case of

the electric field, the susceptibility anisotropy is of the order of 10 and the electric field
cannot be assumed to be parallel to

D.

The applied magnetic field results in a magnetization of the sample
Q

where Yland

yll

=

+a

Q

-

nQnjHj

YI)

are the bulk susceptibilities transverse and parallel to the director.

The free energy density due to the magnetic field is given by

with the magnetic induction given by
B=po(H+U).
The free energy density associated with the magnetic field is then

The orientation dependent part of the free energy density resulting from the action of a
magnetic field applied along z in the presence of a small fluctuation is
IF,
where

p,

'tB' (ns2+ny?) =
= 27

is the permeability of free space,

B

2

1 h (nX2+nv2)

[3.41]

poFJ is the magnetic induction and A X

The application of a voltage to electrodes parallel to the magnetic field results in
an electric displacement Q
Do = cocLEo
where

c,

+ f0(cI1-cI) nanSEJ

is the ~~ermitivity
of free space and

cI

and

c

I1

[3.42]

are the bulk dielectric

susceptibilities transverse and parallel to the director. The sample volume is enclosed
by one pair of metal surfaces, and two pairs of non-conducting surfaces. Assuming only
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z dependence of

D and E,

V. Q = 0 implies that DZ is a constant and since the onlv

charges are on the electrodes, DZ = 0. By symmetry, Dy = 0, as well.

The set of

equations [3.42] can then be written

+ co((ll-'i)
Ey + cO(cll-cl)
EZ + cO(cII-ci)

D r = ' o f 1 Ex
0 = rocl
0=€

0 6 ~

(nxEx+nyEy+nzE,)

[3-431

(nxEx+nyEy+nZEZ) ny
(nxE,+nyEy+nzEz)

nz.

For ny = 0, Ey = 0. TxE=O, requires that Ex be a constant, in this case equal to ~ / d ,
where V is the applied voltage and d is the spacing between the electrodes. Solving the
equations above: we find that there is a z component to the electric field

The x component of the displacement is given by

and the electric field contribution to the free energy density is

where u =

I -.
'II

1 X E x = - - 1 '06
Fez-ID
[3.46]
2 1-u nx2
This form for the free energy due to a voltage applied parallel to

the boundary planes 11-as first derived by Arakelyan et al. [19S4].

For small

fluctuations. the corresponding change in the orientation dependent part of the free
energy density is

LF', = -?1 c0clu n,'

Ex2 - -?1 e n,

3

.

[3.47]

Then the total change in the free energy averaged over the volume of the saxnple

V is

Once the free energy is kno1yn. the $robability of a particular director configuration
occuring is given by
-3Ffn)

where the integral is over all possible configurations.
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Following Martinand and Durand [19i2], the spatial variation of the director
is expressed in terms of Fourier components
ndr) =

6

where
na (9) =

n d q ) ex11 ( - i ~ . r )

,J.50]

d3r na (11 ~ X P(i0.1)

[3.51]

9

&/

v

Now the free energy can be expressed as a sum over q,

~ = & ~ { ~ , ( ~ ~ + n ~ q ~ ) ~ + ~ ? ( n ~ q ~ - n ~ q ~ ) ~ + ( ~ ~ % ~ 13.521
+h)(n~
With the goal of expressing the i&e energy in diagonal form. the summand can be
written in the form naAajnj where

- with a rotation
The normal modes of the system are found by diagonalizing A

P where
transformation using the matrix cos
sin

y
y

-sin
cos

i.

and
cos

-,=

-

1 1 (c-a)'

2

4b2+(c-a)?

'

The eigenvalues are give11 L!-

with eigenvectors

. nx + sin 7 . nv
= - sin 7 - nx + ~:osy nv

n+ = 4.0s
n-

7

Kow the free energy can be written in quadratic form in terms of the amplitudes of the
normal modes
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Once the normal modes are known, the equipartition theorem can be used:

for a

classical system with free energy quadratic in the amplitudes na(q), the average energy
per degree of Leedom at thermal equilibrium is equal to

1 ksT so that the amplitudes

of the normal modes can be expressed by

The amplitudes of interest here will be the average value of the fluctuation amplitudes
<nx2+ny'> and the difference in the amplitudes <nS2-ny2> where, in terms of the
eigenvectors,
<ns2(ll)+ny'(p)> = < n , ' ( ~ ) + n ~ ' ( ~ )=> <nl'(a)>+<n12(g)>

[3.60]

<nS2(a)- n Y 2 ( ~>) = <nl'(p)(cos'(~)-sin?(: ))> - < n 2 ' ( ~ ) ( ~ ~) -sin'(-r))>
~'(i
for <nln2> = 0. If the amplitude difference is nonzero. the uniaxial symmetry of the
sample is broken and the sample appears biauial.
Solutions for these expressions for the amplitudes of the fluctuations can Le
found in three cases:

case

(A:E=O. one constaut approximation (i.e. Ii,=E;?=Ii,=Ii)
In this case, A+=A-=Iiq2+h, where q'=qy'tqv'+~?
and

These are the amplitudes in q-space. In r-space.
<ns2(r)

+ nYZ(r)>= 6x9

If there is a continuum of

wavevectors,

<nsZ(q)

+ ny2(g)>

[3.62]

the sum can be replaced by an

integral over q. Then

where

<=

#.

-k,T [qbI -9m
x2K

- f [arcran(tqhl) -arct4<9m)]]

The integral extends over a volume in q-space bounded by q, and q31.
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~m

is fixed by the sample dimension, and may be assumed to be zero for a macroscopic

sample. q~ can be related either to the distance scale that defines local order, or to a
fixed number of fluctuation modes. Both approaches result in a cutoff wavelength on
the order of the intermolecular distance.

u r n : E = 0, K , + K 2 + K 3
In this case,

where q12

= qx2+c1g2. The fluctuation amplitudes are given by

<nx2(r)+nv'(r)> =

for

o =

+.-

[3.65]

Q

q11
<nx2(r)-nv2(r)> = - do qldql
( 2 ~ ) ~

J

dqz (cos2m-sin20)

Qm

Introducing a stretched momentum vector iuto the first integral
qll = ql and chl =

42

g,

the average fluctuation amplitude is

<,

rvith

=

19. The difference term averages to zero on integration over 4, as

expected for the case of no symmetry breaking field.

m: E+O, one constant approximation.

case
-

This case provides the closest approximation to the experimental situation under
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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study. The eigenvectors of the two modes are given by

where the mean squared amplitude of the component of the normal modes of the
director fluctuations perpendicular to
(a) along

B and

E is

and
(b) perpendicular to

E is

Finally. the average amplitude of the fluctuations is

while the hfference of the fluctuation amplitudes is given by

with

<,= @ and :, =

of

the

sample

I

E.

Thus. the electric field breaks the rotational symmetry

enhancing
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The effect of the fluctuations on the intensity of light transmitted through the
sample can be calculated in two ways.

fail(^)

The dielectric tensor is given by

=~

~

+ 64'

na(X)n3(~).
,
~

r1 and r are calculated from the molecular polarizabilities as outlined in Section 3.l(ii)

II

and the anisotropy of the dielectric constants is given by Ar = r I I - r l.

The bulk

dielectric tensor is calculated by averaging over the fluctuations of the local order in the
sample
<ca3(r)> = ~

~

+ 6-\r

[3.71.]

<na(r)n3(r)>
,
~

but <n,(r)nj(r)> = 0 unless a = 3 as the fluctuations are uncorrelated so that
<rau(d> =

for

a =

61

+

<n,(r)no(r)>,

[3.i3]

x.y,z, with corresponding refractive indices
<Xa2(~)>
= <tao(~)>.

[3.73]

.A difference in the mean square amplitudes of the modes leads to an induced
birefringence for light propagating along the magnetic field.
Experimentally, the measured quantity is the average intensity I transmitted by
the sample between polarizers crossed at *45" to the electric field.

This can be

expressed
1=

9

<1

- cos 6 > =

<6'>.

[3.74]

I, is the incident intensity and the phase difference 6 induced by the sample is given by
where 1 is the thickness of the sample and A is the wavelength of the incident light. Zi
are the volume averaged fluctuation amplitudes. Then the intensity due to the induced
birefringence is given by

Alternately, the intensity can be calculated from light scattering theory as the
scattering of light is governed by fluctuations of the dielectric tensor (de Gennes, 1974).
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X light scattering experiment involves choosing the initial angle of polarization
momentum

4 of ingoing light and the final angle of polarization f and momentum lif of

the outgoing light. The differential scattering cross section

where q =

4 - 14 .

For

a

is given by

i I f at k45' to the electric field and p = 0,
u

2

[rn]

= 4iT2co
-

with

i and

<[E~'-E~']~>

-

A the average refractive index and

A =

a.
The transmitted intensity will be
N
jr

proportional to a:
A~~ <[ax2
-E~~]?>

I = f b u = f b

[3791

where f is a geometrical factor related to the size of the detector.
In our theoretical calculations. we have considered the average of the difference
of the squared fluctuation amplitudes <nx?(T)-ny'(I)> rather than the average of the
square of the difference of the squared fluctuation amplitudes. This latter quantity can
be written

<[nX2(r)-nY2(r)]'>=<[[nx?(r)-ny2(r)]-<nx2(~)-ny?(~)>]2>
+<n,l(~)-n~'(~)>~[3.80]
where the first term represents the fluctuations about the mean. In principle. we could
calculate the average <[nx?(~)-nv2(L)]'>using Eqn. 13.491. This calculation is involved
and comparison of theory and data shows that pursuing this calculation is unnecessary
i11 this case. Instead we make the assumption that the first term is a constant. at most
contributing to the background intensity.l In this case, the average of the square of the
difference of the fluctuation amplitudes can indeed be written in terms of the square of
the average

'This problem could be avoided by measuring the light scattered at nonzero q
where the intensity is proportional to <nx?(r) -ny2(r)>. There will, however, always be
a field-dependent background birefringence in this case as the probe beam is not
traversing the cell along i. It would be difficult to demonstrate biaxiality from data
obtained in this way.
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Using this approximation and the results of the previous section, we find in both
cases that the intensity increases as rorluE2

- *;
however, it should be noted that

this result was obtained assuming that the fluctuations were small.
To compare the magnitudes of the effect of the fields on molecular ordering and
on fluctuations, the birefringence induced by field effects on the fluctuations can be
calculated from

For B=O.P T and E=3x104 \'/m.

A N = 2.9~10-j.

[3.S3]

Thus. the birefringence due to the fluctuations is expected to dominate the
experimental observations. To observe birefringence due to molecular ordering, it would
be necessary to investigate a situation where fluctuations were reduced.

Such a

situation occurs in the smectic phases where the splay and bend elastic constants
diverge making fluctuations less favorable [Dunmur et al.. 19851.
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Jleasurempnts of the Field Induced Biaxiality

a Siimmary

previous experiments

Several esperiments investigating field induced birefringence in thermotropic
nematic liquid crystals have been attempted by a number of ~vorkers. The various
geometries and other experimental parameters are summarized in Table I.

The table

shows a diagram of the geometry used, specifies the type (and method) of alignment,
the material used. the susceptibility anisotropy being exploited and the cell thickness ( I )
and attempts to summarize both the conditions under which the measurements were
undertaken and the results. There are three types of boundary alignment used in liquid
crystals:

planar or homogeolis alignment refers to the director being parallel to the

boundary at least in the region of the sample close to the boundary, in homeotropic
alignment the director is perpendicular to the boundary.

The alignment at the

boundary can also be tilted.
Experiment 1 was the first to study the effect of fields on the orientation
fluctuations. This experiment used the lisht scattering technique to show that both the
intensity and the damping time of the fluctuations decreased as a stabilizing electric
field was applied to the sample. Experiments 2-6 looked at the excess birefringence to
study the effects of fields on the fluctuations. as in the experinlents performed for this
thesis. This is the most sensitive technique available; changes in the birefringence of
the order of

-

10-"can

be measured. depending on the details of the technique used.

Generally, the aligned sample is placed between crossed polarizers and the intensity of
light passing through the apparatus is monitored with a photodiode.

For experiments

2, 3, 5 and 6, this meant that the change in birefringence was observed in addition to
the large birefringence of the field-free sample. making it necessary to experimentally
subtract the zero-field birefringence using a Pockel's cell.

Experiment 4 avoids this

problem by using a negative magnetic anisotropy material. .A magnetic field is applied
along the direction perpendicular to the alignment. The effect of applying a field to a
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Table I. Summary of experiments investigating the effect of fields on director
fluctuations. 1 is the cell thickness. References: 1. Martinand and Durand [I9721 2.
Poggi and Filippini [I9771 3. hlalraison et al. [1980] 4. Seppen et al. [I9861 5 . Dunmur
et al. [1985] 6. Dunmur et al. [1987] 7. Frisken and Palffy-Muhoray [1989].

Ref.

Alignment

Geometry

----_

Material

anisotropy

l(pm)

0 < ~ < 6 x 1 0V
~/m
planar
(rubbing)

U
-- ! --*

MBBA

AC<O

50

T=22'f=5~Hz
light scattering showed
fluctuation quenching

7CB

J \>O

150

0 < ~ < 2 x l 0 ~ 0 e .T=32.5'

4'

2

-<- - >

planar

A64 H

(So)

1

200

3

==

Planar

1

-

(SiO)

7CB. 8CB

Homeotropic

nematic
mixture

(hexadecanol-1)

T=37'.

0<~<2xl0~0e

J 6 r H

200

Jk>O

TNA<T<TNI
J 6 VS T
O<H<12T.
~=22.62.42.1'

180

J y<O

J N H
~
25<T<72.. H = l O T
A N vs T. induced biaxiality

I

15

Af>O

(7)

1

'I lI !I,I
\

Measurements/Results

-.

55
111

6
~=28'.0<~<5x10 V/m
A N s E L , small fields
J N d E. large fields

1

8CB

CN55

H,$.

'pk

Homeotropic
silane)

\,llll,':
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24

JL>O

1

Jt<O

1

~=24.7',0 < ~ < 5 x 1 0 V
~ /m

AN^ EL-all fields (Smectic)
20

-

0<E<l.6x1o6

T=SO',

JN

V/m

E

FOE55

Jc<O

25

T=22'. 0 < ~ < 1 . 6 ~ 1 V
0 /~m
AN d E
~=33'

5CB

J€>O

500

0<B<.5

J1>0

T

0 < ~ < 6 . 0 x 1 0 ~V / m
induced biaxiality

1
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negative anisotropy material is to quench the fluctuations in the direction parallel to
the field. This makes the formerly uniaxial sample biaxial and the light propagating
along the direction of the initial alignment is observed to increase Gom zero. However,
negative magnetic anisotropy materials are rare (the one used in this experiment is
actually a mixture of several liquid crystals) and this elcperimental method limits the
range of materials that can be examined. Some recent theories have explored the effects
of magnetic fields on mixtures of materials of positive and negative diamagnetic
anisotropy [for example Kventsel and Sluckin, 19871.
In the case of the application of a single field, theory suggests that the
birefringence will depend on the modulus of the applied field.

The increase of the

birefringence was observed to be linear with the increase of the applied magnetic field in
Esperiments 2-4.

In Esperiments 5 and 6. an ac electric field was used and the

magnitudes of the frequency components (specifically the components at twice and four
times the applied frequency) of the resulting intensity were shown to be consistent with
a modular dependence of the fluctuation amplitudes on an applied field. Experiment 5
showed that the fluctuations are affected by the walls containing the sample: these act
to quench the fluctuations as well.

These authors also showed that at low field

strengths and in the smectic phase the induced order varies as the square of the field
strength, indicating that field-induced microscopic order is more important in this
regime than fluctuation quenching.
Experiment 7 is the one attempted for this thesis;

like Experiment 4, it

measures field induced biaxial order. In this case, two fields are applied to a material of
positive susceptibility anisotropy. The magnetic field is applied along the direction of
initial alignment of the sample to stabilize the initial alignment. .An electric field is
applied perpendicular to this direction to break the uniaxial symmetry by enhancing,
rather than quenching, the fluctuations in this direction.

-Assuming good initial

alignment, the intensity of a probe laser transmitted by the sample between crossed
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polarizers along the direction of initial alignment .!lould be due to biaxiality induced by
the competing electric field.

The geometry does not restrict the experiments to a

narrow range of materials and so studies of temperature and material dependence are
possible. The details of this experiment t i l l be considered in the next section. The
results and a comparison of the results to the theory discussed earlier in the chapter can
be found in the last section of the chapter.
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Figure 9 shows the experimental apparatus used to study field induced biaxiality
in the nematic liquid crystal 5CB.
The first type of sample cell constructed for these measurements consisted of tn-o
glass plates (1.25 cm x 5 cm x .1 cm) separated by two stainless steel strips (.5 m m
thick and 3 mm wide), and held together by Miller-Stephenson 907 epoxy. The two
stainless steel strips were separated by about 2 rnm to allow room for the laser beam to
pass between them. The final sample volume was 2 mm wide. 5 cm long and .5 m m
thick. Observation in the polarizing microscope of the switching characteristics of this
cell indicated that the electric field was not very uniform inside the sample. Therefore.
a second type of cell using larger electrodes was constructed. The cell consisted of two
slender. rectangular pieces of glass (30.0 mm x 3.3 mm x 1.0 mm) separated by .3 mm
and sandwiched between two stainless steel electrodes (30.0 mm x 12.5 mm x 0.5 mm)
so that the electrodes were separated by 3.3 mm.

This geometry required a special

gluing procedure because of the small area for bonding.

.Armstrong '2'71 epoxy was

found to make the best bond between the glass \wdls and the stainless steel electrodes.
To prevent it f r o ~ nspreading over the glass. the glue was cured for one hour before
being applied to the area to be bonded.
IVith a thickness of 500 pm, both types of samples are quite thick in comparison
to the usual liquid crystal cell thickness of 10-25 pIn. This choice was motivated by the
fact that the optical phase shift is proportional to the thickness of the cell and thus the
intensity will be proportional to the square of the thickness. This should make a large
difference in the sensitivity of the apparatus to induced biaxiality.

Following the

calculations of Section 3-2 (ii), the phase shift induced by the field will be 7.2 m a d in a

25 pm cell and 0.14 rad in a 500 pm cell. The problems associated with working with a
thick cell include the fact that fluctuations will be larger in thicker samples, decreasing
the quality of the alignment and increasing the background intensity.
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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To generate an electric field in the sample, a sinusoidd lkHz voltage from a HP

3312.4 function generator was amplified in a Kepco bipolar amplifier and then applied
to the stainless steel spacers via a step-up and isolation transformer. Experimentalists
applying electric fields to liquid crystals usually use fields of frequencies of the order of

1 kHz or more as the director cannot follow these frequencies and sees instead the rms
voltage.

To ramp the voltage applied to the cell, a Bourne 3501s 10-turn lOkil

potentiometer was used as a voltage divider. This potentiometer features highly linear
resistance \!*ire treated with a conductive coating to reduce jitter.

By driving the

potentiometer with a .25 rev/hr motor, a very uniform. linear ramping voltage could be
obtained: at 115 V, a ramp of .2744 V/hr with a standard deviation

u

of 4.75 mV per

point was measured by a Iieithley 197 XIultimeter via an IEEE bus.
.Alignment of the liquid crystal perpendicular to the glass plates (homeotropic
alignment) was accomplished by two methods: by treatment of the glass surfaces as
well as by applicatioll of a magnetic field.

Lack of surface treatment lead to

inhomogenieties in the director field at the surface. Surface treatment involved several
steps. The glass nTaswashed in an ultrasonic cleaner in a mixture of Liquinox detergent
and diluted S H 3 0 H for 30 minutes. This

was

followed by a two hour rinse in distilled.

de-ionized water. Next, the glass was soaked for 30 minutes in a .I% solution of Dow
Corning 39-6136 silane and a 50-50 water-propanol mixture and then baked at SO'C for

30 minutes.

This method consistently produced very satisfactory homeo tropic

alignment. .Alignment was checked in a polarizing microscope. The liquid crystal used
in the experiments was 5CB (In-pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl)
synthesized by G.S. Bates at

the Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia. The nematic-isotropic
transition temperature for the material studied here was measured to be 34.9"C
measured with calibrated thermistors in a custom built temperature-controlled
microscope stage.
The sample was contained in a thermostatted housing which 11-as temperature
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controlled in two stages.

(See Figure 10.)

Coarse temperature control was

accomplished by circulating water from a temperature controlled bath through an outer
jacket around the sample block. Fine control was obtained by passing current through
heater wire wound around the inner sample block.

The current applied to the mire

heater was determined in a feedback loop. The temperature mas sensed by a thermistor
located in the block which was compared to a reference resistance in a Wheatstone
bridge. The offset voltage from the bridge was detected and amplified in a null meter
designed

and

built

at

UBC

and

the

resulting

voltage

11-as used

in

the

proportional/integral control of a Kepco OPS 40-0.5 operational power supply which
provided current for the heater wire.

The temperature was monitored by a second

thermistor located in the samplc block. -4 third thermistor in the sample block was
used as a reference in the water bath temperature control circuit mhich caused the duty
cycle of the water heater to vary according to how close the water temperature was to
the set temperature, typically lower than the sample block temperature by 1-2'C.
Vsing this temperature control procedure. the samplc temperature nTas regulated to
within *1 mK.
Thermistors were used as the temperature sensing elements because they are
easily calibrated

and eshibit a large change of resistance with

temperature

(approximately ten times greater than platinum) in the temperature range of interest.
The thermistors used were F e n d GB41J1. They were calibrated using a HP 2804.4
quartz thermometer which was in turn calibrated against a triple point cell.
Thermistors have a finite magnetoresistance.

Rosenblatt [1981] found a change in

temperature AT proportional to the square of the applied magnetic field

AT = (1.025k 0.015)~1O-~mK
kOe-'

H2.

[3.84]

-4s the experiments performed for this thesis were done at constant magnetic field and
the relative temperature was of more interest than the absolute tempterature, this was
not considered to be a problem.
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1

heater 1

null meter OPS

thl:
th2:
th3:
th4:

control thermistor for heater feedback loop
monitor thermistor to measure block temperature
reference for water bath temperature control
control thermistor for water bath temperature

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of temperature control apparatus.
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Applied Voltage (V)

Fig. 13. Increase of the transmitted light intensity below the Freedericksz transition
due to fluctuation enhancement by the electric field.

The background has been

subtracted. The solid curve is a least squaxes fit to the data using Eqn. [3.'76].
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..

Field hduced Order 2 F r e e d e r iSk b i t i o n s

ilxb=Y

4.1 f i l Overview

X liquid crystal sample uniformly aligned between two parallel plane boundaries
can undergo a transition to an elastically deformed state under the influence of external
electric or magnetic fields. This transition, first observed by Freedericksz and Zolina
[1933], has been the subject of considerable study.
T h e e different sample geometries may be distiguished.

If the direction of

molecular alignment at the boundaries is constrained to be perpendicular to the
boundary planes. the initial deformation caused by the applied field is a bend. If the
alignment is parallel, the initial deformation can be either a splay or a twist depending
on whether the field is applied normal or parallel to the boundaries. For the case of a
single static field applied either parallel or perpendicular to the boundaries. theoretical
results [Gruler et al.. 19'721 predict all magnetic field induced transitions to be second
order. Treatment of the electric field induced bend and splay transitions [Gruler et al..
1972; Deuling, 19721 suggests that these transitions should be second order as well. In
these calculations for the electric field induced transitions. the bend geometry has been
considered as a simple extension of the splay geometry and inhomogenieties of the
electric field are ignored. After more careful consideration of the electrostatic problem.
-4rakelian et al. [19S4] used a Landau approach to show that the electric field induced
bend transition is expected to be first order; their results do not appear to be widely
known.

In general, the electric field induced bend and twist transitions have not

received much attention, probably due to the unusual experimental geometry associated
with applying an electric field parallel to the boundary planes.
For static fields. first order transitions have also been predicted to occur in
systems of large conductivity anisotropy [Deuling and Helfrich. 19'741 and have been
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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predicted and observed in systems where feedback is present [Wang et al., 1987). First
order transitions have been observed [Onnagawa and hliyashita, 19741 and studied
theoretically [h,Iotooka and Fukuhara, 1979; Fel and Lasene, 19861 for the case where
the alignment at the boundary surfaces is tilted.

First order transitions have been

predicted in geometries where there are two fields, both perpendicular to the initial
alignment direction [Barbero et al., 19881. Several authors [Ze17dovich et al., 1981;
Durbin et al., 1981; Ong, 19831 have suggested that the Freedericksz transition could be
first order for systems with specific material properties if the transition is induced by an
optical field. First order transitions have been predicted [Nersisyan and Tabiryan, 19841
and observed [Chen and IVu. 19881 if the transition is induced by an optical field in the
presence of an additional electric field. They have also been predicted [Ong, 19851 and
observed [I<arn et al.. 19861 for an optical field induced transition in the presence of an
additional magnetic field.
In this chapter. theoretical and experimental aspects of the Freedericksz
transition in the presence of trvo fields are investigated [Frisken and Pal&--hIuhoray,
19S91. In the next section. espressions for the continuum free energy are derived for s
variety of geometries.

.A simple Landau expansion of the free energy is used to

investigate the equilibrium deformation qualitatively and to relate characteristics of the
transitions to material properties. Because some of the transitions are found to be first
order, exact solutions minimizing the continuum free energy are considered as well. To
study the transition e-xperimentally, dielectric measurements were made on samples of
5CB (4-cyano-4'-n-pentylbiphenyl)in the bend and twist geometry in the presence of an
additional field stabilizing the initial alignment. The results of these experiments are
compared with theory.
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As mentioned in the preceding section, there are three possible geometries for the
Freedericksz transition; these can be labelled splay, twist and bend depending on the
nature of the small angle deformation. If we consider Freedericksz transitions involving
static fields and materials of positive susceptibility anisotropies, the transition can be
induced by either a magnetic or an electric field perpendicular to the direction of initial
alignment. In our case, we wish to consider the situation where a second field is applied
along the direction of initial alignment to stabilize the alignment.

The six possible

experimental codigurations satisfying these constraints are shown in Figure 15. For
completeness. the nature of the deformation for all sis transitions will he considered.
The bend transition (geometries 3 and 6) will be considered first in full: results
for the other geometries are summarized in Table I1 and Table 111.

In the bend

geometry, initial alignment is perpendicular to the glass plates. The director is assumed
to be confined to the x-z plane so that it can be expressed in terms of the angle

e only:

where 6 = 6(z) is the angle between the director and the direction of aliepnent at the
boundaries. Sote that it is assumed in all six cases that the distortion depends only on

z. The cell area in the s-y plane is X and the thickness (along i) is I. At the center of
the cell, (z=1/2) the deformation angle is a masimum (6 =

er

= - ae
=0.
BZ

em) and here
[4.21

The Frank free energy due to elastic deformations in this geometry is, in units of

where z has been scaled by l/x.
The field contributions to the free energy are different for the case of magnetic
field induced bend and electric field induced bend. In both cases, the free energy due to
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el

f

1

Fig. 15. Six possible geometries for Freedericksz transitions. a) geometry 1, magnetic
field induced splay b) geometry 2, electric field induced splay c) geometry 3, magnetic
field induced twist d ) geometry 4, electric field induced twist e) geometry 5. magnetic
field induced bend and f ) geometry 6, electric field induced bend.
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the magnetic field is calculated from Eqn. [3.32]. For a magnetic field along k, the

-

magnetic contribution to the free energy is

U

This geometry calls for application of an electric field along i. In this case, the >i: and j.
components of Q are zero and, from the requirement that V - Q = 0, the i component is
independent of z, though it will depend on ~ ( z ) .Then, following Deuling [1972],
7

7

di some potential. U, in this
component of E as U = U(z).

VxE = 0 implies that E can beUexprcssed as the gradient
case the geometry requires that EZ is the only nonzero
The potelltial applied across the sample is

=I 1 Ez dz
7r

V

0

The relationship between DZ and EZ is given by

By substituting [4.7] into [4.6], DZ can be e-upressed as a functional of B(z)

/

dz
s

i

0

n

+

COS~O,

II

and the electric field contribution to the free energy density in this geometry is

On the other hand, if the applied electric field is along 5i and the magnetic field is along
i, then the magnetic contribution to the free energy for the electric field induced bend
deformation is

' 1
7r

F,

=-

while the electric field contribution is

K3n 2

H3

0

where v is the voltage applied to the cell. u = 1 http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40

COS'8 dz

6 I

il

and c L and c are the principal

I1
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values of the dielectric tensor, and d is the width of the cell.
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Table 11. Free energy terms for geometries 1-6. The geometries are shown in Fig. 15.
-A€
u-T,

K 1, 1

-A€
w-q,

KIi

h = e 7r2
P

, and the

Lee energies are expressed in

AKi r
units of -where i = l for geometries 1 and 2, i=2 for geometries 3 and 4, and i=3 for
21
geometries 5 and 6.

Geometry

ii

1

(cose,O,sine)

2

(cos~,O,sin~) /(1-7sin2~)8'?

3

(cosd,sind,O)

/

1

(sinp,coso,O)

(sin8,O, C O S ~ )

5

Fm

f

/(I-ysin28)8"

- /h sin's

- Jh cos'8

- Jl

+\Yln'e

-

e/w
1
/l+w sin2e

€o\\-v'P€II
K,r2d?

~OACV'

K,
cowv'Pc

0"

-/h sin'c

- J1+
elw
w
sin28

/

-/h cos2p

-

/(I-as in'^)^"

-/h sin'e

-

1 elu

l-u sin2d

e/u

/I-u
6

e

Fe

(sinl,O,cos~) / ( I - ~ s i n ' e ) ~ "
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-/h

COS?~

t1n2e

-1elu

l-u sin28

I1
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c0~cv2

E;,
r0uv2ft
K, r2d'
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Landau theory provides a qualitative description of phase transitions from which
much can be learned about the physical nature of the system being studied. It is based
on the assumptions that near the critical point, the order parameter of the system is
small and that the free energy can be expanded in powers of this order parameter.
Once the free energy is known, all other thermodynamic quantities of the system can be
calculated.

X Landau free energy can be constructed by assuming a deformation of the
director field of the form
9 = 9,,

and expanding the free energy F = Ff i Fe

sin z

[A. 121

+ Fm in terms of the order parameter 9,.

In order to investigate whether the transition is first or second order: the expansion
must include powers of dm up to sixth order. In this way, the dimensionless Landau
expansion is obtained:
" I = a 9 , - i72 B rbn

-f 1

~

6

[4.13]

where the coefficients are given explicitly in Table I11 for the six cases considered. (The
twist deformations are assumed to have a form
respect to Om

Q

= om sin

2.)

Minimizing "I with

results in three solutions for em, whether or not they have physical

meaning depends on the parameters of the system. The null solution (gm=O) is always
an extremum.

Minimizing "I yields an expression for 9,

in terms of the coefficients of

the free energy expression,

The transition is second order for b,c
order transition will occur for b

> 0 and the transition occurs when a=O. A first

< 0, c > 0 when a = bZ
At the first order
16c'

transition, the value of the order parameter is given by

The third solution corresponds to a local maximum of the free energy and occurs when
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Below the transition,

<em> = 0.

However, the mean square deviations from the

average are not zero, and these fluctuations can be expressed [Landau and Lifshitz.
19801

For the electric field induced bend transition,
k,T
=l+h-e
Thus, fluctuations of the order parameter diverge as e -- l+h.

-<em2>

[a.l'i]

Csing the material parameters for 5CB [Dunning et al., 1981: Frisken et al..
1986: Dunmur et al., 19781. b is positive and the magnetic field induced bend transition
and electric field induced splay transition are second order if they are induced by a
magnetic field. b is negative and the transition is predicted to be first order:
1)

when the bend transition is induced by an electric field with and without a
stabilizing magnetic field

2)

for both t-vpes of twist transition with and without a stabilizing field and

3)

when the splay transition is induced by a magnetic field in the presence of
a stabilizing electric field.

The tricritical point occurs at a? b = 0 and should be accessible in some of these
transitions in materials with appropriate dielectric and elastic constants.
Several details indicate that the quantitative predictions of Landau theory may
not be entirely accurate. The Landau expansion will be most accurate in the vicinity of
the tricritical point and less accurate when the transition is first order. The value of the
order parameter at the first order transition is large, suggesting that the transition is
strongly first order and that Landau theory may not provide a good description. The
results are unsatisfactory in other ways;

8,

has values geater than 712, which is

unphysical but is not surprising as there are no constraints on Om in this theory. .As
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well, when solving the equations describing the twist deformation, c goes negative for u

> .6, which indicates that the expansion should include higher terms.
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Table 111. Coefficients of the Landau expansion for geometries 1-6. The geometries are
shown in Fig. 13 and the symbols are defined in Table 11.
Geometry

a

b

c

Criteria for
first order

1

l+e-h

h[-r+h-e(3w+l)]

e>~[y-~h+e(15w~+l~w
+1-7
~]
3
-3w

2

l+h-e

h[-y-h+e(w+l)]

8[y+3h-e(3w'+4w+2]
1 2
3

hs-

3

1+e-h

2 [h-e(31v+l)]

'

8[-2h+e(15wz+10w+$]
3

1
e>
-3w
-

4

l+h-e

;[-h-e(3u-l)]

-

9[~h-e(15u?-l0u+~]
3

hz-1 3u
3u

3

l+e-h

2
![-r+h-e(1-u)]

3 [~-2h+e(3~'-41v+~]
3
3
eshA
u

6

l+h-e

h[-K-h-e(3u1)]

Sl[r+%h-e(lju'-10u+2]
3
3
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Experiments were ~erformedto investigate the electric field induced twist and
bend deformations. Because these transitions were expected to be strongly first order,
an exact minimization of the continuum free energy was pursued in order to enable
comparison between theory and experiment. The free energies for these two geometries
(see Table 11) are minimized by the Euler-Lagrange equation

where I is the integrand of the free energy integral. For the bend geometry,

This equation covers the twist geometry as well, if me set

rs=O

and replace Ii3 by E;? in

the definitions of e and h. Solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equatiou are extrema of the
free energy. Solving Eqn. [4.1S] and Eqn. [4.19] gives. at the center of the cell,

which can be solved for

em

at a given voltage and magnetic field. Once dm is known,

the free energy F and capacitance C can be calculated from

where

Co is the cell capacitance when

Om = 0 and

The integrals in Eqn. [4.20,4.21] are badly behaved in the limit Om

- r/2;

they are

usefully expressed in terms of elliptic integrals as outlined by blorris and Palffyhluhoray (19861. Since the transition is first order, Eqn. [4.20] will be satisfied by two
non-trivial values of 8,

for voltages in the range Vmin

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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are the stability limits of the transition. An iterative numerical method was used to
solve Eqn. [4.20] for e, given dm and h. and then the free energy and the capacitance
were calculated. The listing of the program used for these calcuations can be found in
Appendix B. The capacitance, order parameter dm and free energy as functions of l / e
for several values of h are shown in Fig. 16. The e-h phase diagram for the bend
transition is shown in Fig. 17. The results for the twist transition are similar, although
for 5CB this transition is less strongly first order.

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Fig. 16. Capacitance C, order parameter 8,

e-I
and dimensionless free energy- F for the

electric field induced bend transition as a function of the inverse of the electric field
parameter e. The magnetic field parameter h is a ) h=.573, b) h=O.O, c) h=-.4S9 and
A yB21?
d ) h=-.632 where h = -

po~3n2.

ro~r~2Prl

= K3n'd2rll
II

when Om = 0.
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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and Co is the capacitance of the cell
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Fig. 17. Phase diagram for the electric field induced bend transition as calculated from
theory for u=$=.56,
~=1-K
2 = . 1 4 . Here, e = r o u ~ ' P r a n d h = - 'yB2P
Negative
K3n2d'
poK3a2'
k3
II
values of h correspond to negative diamagnetic anisotropy. The solid line indicates first
order transitions, the dashed line second order transitions and the dotted lines the limits
of the spinodal region. The inset shows detail near the tricritical point which occurs at
h=-.489 and e=.511.
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Two types of cells, using different methods of surface treatment, were
constructed for use in investigating the electrically and the magnetically driven
transitions.

To apply an electric field parallel to the boundary planes. cells were

constructed 16th large stainless steel electrodes and slender glass plates as described in
Chapter 3. In order to apply an electric field perpendicular to the boundary planes, the
second type of cell consisted of two pieces of I T 0 (indium tin oxide) coated glass
separated by two .5 mm teflon spacers 3.5 mm apart.

The I T 0 coating acts as a

transparent conductor. To induce director alignment parallel to the glass. the plates
were treated with a solution of poly(viny1 formal) and chloroform and were buffed 11-hen

dry [Gleeson. 19SSI. The liquid crystal used in the experiments was 5CB. The cells
used to investigate the electric field induced bend transition could be placed in the
thermostatted housing with temperature control of

1 mK described in Chapter 3. The

other cells were mounted directly on the support between the poles of the
electromagnet .
The transition was investigated by measurins the capacitance of the cell. (Fig.
18). The capacitance monitors the average deformation of the cell rather than the
deformation in the small area probed by the laser beam. The capacitance was measured
with a GenRad 1615-.A capacitance bridge.

Cells constructed to measure the electric

field induced transitions typically had capacitances of the order of 2 pF which could be
measured accurately to -1x10-~ pF. The measurements were made using an external
signal from a HP3312 function generator amplified by a Iiepco BOP 72-5 operational
amplifier followed by a transformer.
detect the null.

X lock-in amplifier (EG&G 5102) was used to

Ueasurements were made at 2 kHz, with voltages across the sample

ranging from 0-60 Vrms applied via the bridge. In the case of the electric field induced
bend transition. the sample approached equilibrium slowly at voltages near the critical
voltage; data points were taken once an hour, 0.25 V apart. Samples undergoing the
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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magnetic field induced bend transition approached equilibrium much faster;

here

measurements were made every 10 minutes. h,Ieasurements of the electric field induced
twist transition were made at a variety of ramping speeds.

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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42'-

e

Results

Typical sample results for the magnetic field induced bend transition are shown
in Fig. 19. They show no evidence of hysteresis within eqerimental error, in agreement
with the predictions of theory that the transition should be second order.
Fig. 20 shows experimental results for the electric field induced bend transition
in the presence of a 0.12 T magnetic field applied so as to stabilize the initial alignment.
These are typical results for this geometry, showing clear evidence of hysteresis. Vmin
and V* are estimated from the voltages where the derivative of the capacitance with
respect to voltage is a maximum. and the threshold voltage V t h is estimated to be the
average of these. Table IS-shows the experimental values of the threshold voltage
and the transition width

vth

together with theoretical values calculated using the

material parameters of 5CB. There is good agreement between measured and predicted
values in all cases except that the experimentally observed width of the transition at
nonzero magnetic field is si,onificantly less than predicted by theory.

Although this

discrepancy is not wholly understood at this time, it is worth noting that the theoretical
results are sensitively dependent on the form of the electric field contribution to the free
energy. For example, if inhomogenieties of the electric field are ignored, the transition
is predicted to be second order. In our system. l/d = .15, and higher order terms in
Eqn. [4.21] may play a significant role.

Initial capacitance measurements of the electric field induced twist transition
resembled the results for the bend transition shown in Fig. 20. Further experiments
involving a variety of voltage sweep speeds show that the hysteresis decreases as the
ramping speed is decreased. Fig. 21 compares results from measurements at a variety of
run speeds in zero magnetic field showing decreasing hysteresis.

As the capacitance

bridge must be nulled manually, the minimum ramp speed is determined in part by
how long the experimentalist can stay awake.

(The minimum ramp speed is also

determined by the stability and resolution of the capacitance bridge and associated
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Fig. 19. Experimental results for the magnetic field induced bend transition. A voltage
of 6.42V has been applied to stabilize the initial alignment.
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Voltage (V)

Voltage (V)

Fig. 20. Experimental results for electric field induced bend transition. A magnetic field
of 0.12T has been applied to stabilize the initial alignment. The temperature is 33.4-C.
The inset shows detail of the hysteresis. (x-increasing field: +-decreasing field.).
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Table IV.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental data for the electric Geld

induced bend and trvist Freedericksz transitions. B is the applied magnetic field,

vth is

the threshold voltage for the transition and AV is the width of the transition.

Transition
Geometry

Temperature

Bend

33.4

Twist

22.5

('c)

http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40

B
(T)
0
0.12
.

0
0.12

Theory
V t h W

6.14
46.9
6.62
57.1

H(V)
0.50
19
1.39
38.5

Experiment
vth(V)
5.11t.l
43.51t.l
7.81t.l
501t.l

AV(V)
0.51t.l
1.81t.l

0.55.1
0.51t.l
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Voltage (V)

Fig. 21. Experimental results for the electric field induced twist transition at various
ramping speeds.
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electronics.

This was typically on the order of 1x10-~ pF/day.)

According to the

results shown in Fig. 21: the hysteresis will tend to zero at infinitely small run speeds.
Attempts have been made to investigate experimental reasons for this discrepancy from
a theory which was so successful in the case of the bend transition.

The first esperimental aspect considered was the homogeneous planar boundary
alignment required for a twist cell. In this case, the director rotates in the plane of this
boundary and the deformation is opposed by the in-plane rather than the ouc-of-plane
anchoring of the director. The in-plane anchoring potential is typically smaller than the
out-of-plane one by a factor of -10.

X related problem is that there seems to be a

difference in the stability of the alignment for glass treated with silane (homeotropic
alignment) and glass treated with PVF (planar alignment). The alignment of samples
made with glass treated with PVF seems to deteriorate over a time period of weeks
while the alignnient of samples made with glass treated with silane persists unchanged
over a period of months.
The usual calculation of the threshold characteristics for the Freedericksz
transition involves the assumption that the anchoring is infinitely strong.

This

calculation can be extended to include finite anchoring by introducing an anchoring
potential per unit area

A finite anchoring potential leads to a nonzero angle

do at the boundary between the

director and the direction of the alignment or easy axis. When the anchoring term is
included, the twist free energy (in units of -with z scaled by 117) is given by
21

where

5 = 7\;C

~

C

[A]
~

V? ~

and

'
[i]

A~B?

h =. A trial solutiou is
POK?
0 = do
(dm - 8,) sin Z.

+

[4.25]

The angle 8, can be determined from the boundary conditions which result from
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minimizing the free energy
K2e1 - Woe = 0

3

K2 (em-eO) X - LVoeo = 0.
1

and thus

Expanding the free energy in

6

up to order

em 6 and eo2, yields

where

and
These expressions reduce to the previous results as
strength for 5CB is

-

ci-

x.

Out of plane anchoring

3 ~ 1 0 - ~ J / m[Gleeson
?
and Palffy-lluhoray, 19891.
.. so that with

K2-3~10-'?-Uand 1 = Ss10-4m,

J

-

lo4. Thus, allowing for finite anchoring does not

appreciably change the characteristics of the phase transition.
Another possibility is that adjacent domains of opposite orientation form during
the transition, and eventually anneal into a uniform sample. These transient domains
are often associated with Freedericksz transitions (more in Chapter 5 ) . Regions of misalignment were occasionally observed in the twist cell. though mainly when the voltage
was swept quickly through the threshold voltage. It is possible that the evolution and
movement of these domains obscures the hysteresis of the twist transition. LVith this
conjecture in mind. a more careful proceedure was developed to check for hysteresis in
the capacitance. The voltage was held constant at a voltage below the transition while
a magnetic field was applied at an angle about 5' off of the initial alignment. In this
way, the symmetry of the deformation is broken and the formation of domains as the
cell goes through the Freedericksz transition is suppressed.

The voltage was then

increased to a value well above the transition for zcro magnetic field and the
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capacitance was allowed to equilibriate.

After equilibriation, the magnetic field was

slowly decreased. Xfter equilibriating again at this high voltage without the magnetic
field, the voltage was ramped down to a voltage V, halfway through the transition and
the capacitance was allowed to equilibriate again to Chigh.

Keeping the voltage

constant, the magnetic field was increased to realign the sample, after it was decreased
the capacitance was allowed to equilibriate to

Glow was taken to be due to hysteresis.

Glow.

The difference between CLgh and

In this way, the capacitance difference between

the high and low state could be measured without changing the voltage.

This was

advantageous because the hysteresis seemed to be sensitive to electrical and physical
noise. Follo~vingthis method. a small (-.006pf) hysteresis was measured in the twist
cell at 7.25 1' (B=O.OT) in an experiment lasting 4 hr.

In

principle. it should be easier and more accurate to measure the hystersis

optically as this probes a smaller area of the cell.

Thus the results should not be

affected by defects in the cell as long as a defect-free region can be selected. In practice,
it is not possible to measure the twist transition optically as the polarization of the light
follo~vsthe optic axis of the sample and reemerges parallel to the incident direction of
polarization.

(This adiabatic approximation holds as long as the length scale of the

deformation is longer than the wavelength of light.) In the case of the bend transition.
the transition is to a modulated rather than uniform phase and optical detection is
obscured by the periodic variations in the local anisotropy.

(The modulated phase

observed in conjunction with the electric field induced bend transition will be described
in Chapter 5.)
Optical methods were used to measure the transition voltage as a function of
applied field. Fig. 22 shows results for the electric field induced bend transition voltages
as a function of magnetic field for T=33.4'C.

The transition was indicated by an abrupt

increase in the intensity of light transmitted by the sample between crossed polarizers
(as described in Chapter 3). These data for the threshold voltages can be compared to
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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Fig. 22. Threshold voltage as a function of magnetic field for the electric field induced
bend transition. For the dashed line, ~ ~ = 1 . 2 2 . u 1 0MKS
- ~ [Frisken et al., 19861, u=.453
and clu=3.94

[Dunmur et al., 19751. For the dotted line, ~ ~ = . 9 6 8 x l 0 - ~ m K[Buka
s

and de Jeu, 19521, u=.5U and clu=3.97 [Ratna and Shashidhar, 19771.
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the values calculated by exact minimization of the free energy as outlined in Section 4.1
(iv), but agreement with theory depends critically on the values of elastic, dielectric and
diamagnetic constants used. This critical dependence on material parameters is shown
in Fig. 22 where the dashed and dotted lines show ttvo curves calculated for different
values of physical constants taken from different sources. The agreement of the data
with the second set of parameters is probably fortuitous rather than indicative of the
accuracy of this particular set of parameters as it was found that these slopes could be
made to vary by significant amounts by making slight changes in the temperature even
within the same source of material parameters.
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Chapter

Summarv Qf bfodulated, Phases

>fodulated, Phases

Nematics

The initial goal of this thesis was to investigate the effect of two perpendicular
fields on the molecular and long range orientational order of a nematic liquid crystal.
As discussed in Chapter 3, it was observed that as a transverse electric field was applied
to a homeotropic nematic sample, the light intensity transmitted by the sample
between crossed polarizers increased and that this increase \\-as adequately explained by
continuum theory. .At higher fields, the sample reoriented. In order to investigate the
transition region more carefully, slower voltage sweeps were made.

During these runs,

a line of diffraction spots was noticed, and it was discovered that the uniform nematic

phase had deformed into a phase in which the director as modulated in space.
This discovery was unexpected

and led to interesting

theoretical

and

experimental investigations of the properties of the modulation. These mill be discussed
in the following sections. but first, a brief review of the types and mechanisms of
modulated phases in nematics is provided to help put this discovery in perspective.
There are two main classes of modulated phases in nematics. distinquished by
the presence or absence of material flow within the sample.
The first class can be further categorized by the mechanisms responsible for
creating the flow. Flow can be attributed to charges injected at the electrodes. Flow
can result from the formation of space charges inside the sample which is caused by
dielectric and conductive effects.

SIodulated structures are sometimes seen in

conjunction with the reorientation of the molecules in a field, especially if the field is
applied quickly, and these are associated with a coupling of flow and reorientation - this
last example is a transient effect and disappears as realignment is completed. The first
and second mechanisms require the action of an electric field: the third can occur for
any reorienting field.

The different mechanisms can be distinquished by their
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dependence on the frequency of the applied field, by their dependence on the presence of
a magnetic field and by their dependence on time. The first two mechanisms received a
great deal of attention early in the study of liquid crystals, with a more recent
resurgence of interest in these cffects due to connections with the fields of turbulence
and chaos. Transient effects and stable, non-flow related modulations are a more recent
topic of investigation. The mechanisms will be discussed briefly below.

A. dc or very low frequency ac ( < 10 Hz) voltage applied to a sample can result
in an instability at a threshold voltage which is of the order of a few volts. The applied
voltage is found to cause injection of carriers at the electrodes of the sample cell
[Sakagawa and -4kahane. 19S3a and 19S3bI and the effect is frequency dependent
because carrier injection is suppressed at higher frequencies. The forces caused by the
external field applied to the non-uniform carrier concentration leads to convective flows.
This instability can Le observed in isotropic liquids. in the nematic phase of liquid
crystals and for nematics of both positive and negative dielectric anisotropy. It was
first described by Felici [1969] and is similar to the Benard instability which occurs in
liquids and is attributed to the competing effects of temperature gradient and
gral-itational cffects.
The second mechanism for instabilities occurs mainly in nematics where the
conductivity anisotropy and the dielectric anisotropy have opposite sign so that there is
a possibility of a competition between the effects due to these two material parameters
[IVilliams, 19631. These instabilities are usually studied at frequencies greater than
20 Hz so that the possibility of carrier injection is diminished.

-

The competition of

conductive and dielectric anisotropies leads to the formation of space charge in the
sample, the resulting field causes a flow of ions through the liquid crystal. The director
is reoriented by the flow, disrupting the initial alignment. A
. schematic diagram of the
standard experimental configuration is shown in Figure 23. The cell typically consists
of a nematic liquid crystal between two glass plates which are coated by transparent
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Fig. 23. Cell geometry for observation of Williams domains.
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electrodes and are treated so that the director lies in the plane of the glass, along i.
The thickness of the cell is usually of the order of 50pm. .A voltage is applied between
the electrodes;

at 60 Hz in the liquid crystal XIBBX. the threshold voltage for the

instability is about 6.7

V. The instability results in a periodic distortion of the director

with a tvavevector along 2 and a wavelength on the order of the cell thickness.

.At

voltages just above the threshold voltage, the sample is composed of cylindrical
domains, called Tlilliams (or Williams-Kapustin) domains.
birefringent, these convective cells are easily visible.

Because the material is

The threshold voltage for the

instability is observed to increase with frequency [The Orsay Liquid Crystal Group.
19701. essentially because a larger field is necessary to compensate for the shorter time

period available for space charge build-up. At larger voltages. more complex structures
are observed [Joets and Ribot ta. 19861. Because the instability involves a realignment
of the director. the threshold for this effect is affected by a stabilizing magnetic field.
The threshold voltage increases and the period decreases as the magnetic field is
increased [Berman et al., 19761.
Spatially periodic, transient instabilities are often observed in a sample
undergoing a Freedericksz transition [de Jeu et al., 1972: C a r 1 9 7 Guyon et al..
1979: Hurd et al., 19851. Even though both the initial and the final equilibrium states

are spatially uniform, the transition from one to the other can involve the formation of
adjacent domains with opposite reorientation.

The resulting textures eventually relax

to a uniform state and the dynamics of the formation have been discussed in terms of
the elastic and viscous anisotropy, the field strength and the boundary conditions of the
sample.

Interest in this phenomenon has revived with the study of lyotropic liquid

crystals.

These systems are characterized by longer relayation times so that the

textures are longer lived and more dramatic than in the case of thermotropic liquid
crystals.

It is still a relatively short lived phenomenon; even in the lyotropics, the

domains form on time scales on the order of 20-40 s.
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The second class of modulated phases are equilibrium states and do not involve
flow; two types have previously been reported. Both are associated with large elastic
constant anisotropy.
The first was reported by Cladis and Torza [I9751 and involves the observation of
a stable, striped phase as a bent nematic is cooled into the smectic .A phase. Further
e-xperimental and theoretical analysis is discussed by Chu and hlcblillan [1977], Gooden
et al. [I9851 and .Allender and Hornreich [1987]. X bent nematic is obtained either by
applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the initial homeotropic alignment, thus
forcing a reorientation of the sample, or by preparing a sample with homeotropic
boundary conditions on one plate and planar boundary conditions on the other. .As the
smectic .A transition is approached from above. the elastic constants associated with
bend (1i3) and twist (I<?)deformations diverge. The bend deformation is unfavorable
energetically and the director splays out of the plane defined by the field and the
direction of the director at the boundary. In this case the transition to the modulated
phase occurs above the threshold field for the Freedericksz transition: the stripes grow
out of the deformed nematic as the elastic constants diverge. It has been found that the
wavelength of the deformation is somewhat smaller than the sample thickness and that
the wavelength decreases with increasing field.
The second observation of a stable periodic phase was made more recently by
Lonberg and Xleyer [1955]. In this case, a periodic twist-splay deformation replaces the
expected uniform splay distortion at the Freedericksz transition in a polymer liquid
crystal where the splay elastic constant is much larger than the twist elastic constant.
The experimental conditions are those of the traditional splay Freedericksz transition;
the polymer is contained between two glass plates treated to induce planar alignment at
the boundaries and a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the plates. Instead of
the expected uniform distortion, over a time period of several hours in a field greater
than the critical field a periodic phase develops.
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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characterized by a director which has a component perpendicular to the plane defined
by the initial alignment and the field;

this configuration reduces the deformation

energy associated with the large splay elastic constant. Lonberg and hleyer [I9851 were
also able to show that the wavelength of the distortion is expected to decrease with
decreasing splay constant, going to zero at KI/K2

-

3.3. However, it is difficult to find

experimental systems where this parameter can be varied by substantial amounts.
Further theoretical studies [Miraldi et al., 1986; Zenginoglou, 19871 have investigated
the role of tveak anchoring and a stabilizing field in this deformation.
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5 2 E s E a k a d Results d DiscussiQrA
In the case of the electric field induced bend transition when the competing
magnetic field is nonzero, we have observed that the transition is not to a uniform but
rather to a modulated phase. Figure 24 shows this modulated phase, viewed along the
magnetic field direction (i) with a single polarizer oriented with its direction of
polarization parallel to the direction of the electric field (A). The value of the magnetic
field here is 0.33 T. The wavevectbr of the stripes is primarily in the direction of the
electric field, and we have observed wavelengths ranging from 0.2 1 to 1.1 1 in a variety
of cells under different conditions (for the example shown, 1 = 0.5 mm and the width of
the sample is d = 5.3 mm). For voltages slightly above the threshold ( - 3 - 5 76
' ) the

-

stripes form slon-ly ( 10 min) and persist indefinitely. If the voltage is increased. the
stripes disappear.

Details of the experimental studies of this deformation will be

discussed in this section.

The last section ivill describe the theory.

llodulated

structures were not observed in association with either the magnetic field induced bend
transition or the electric field induced twist transition.
The modulated phase observed in conjunction with the electric field induced
bend transition was studied optically.

The sample was illuminated with a uniform

white light source. X IVild Kl1339 travelling telescope was used for direct observation.
To photograph the cell. a lens with a focal length of 50 cm was used to magnify and
focus the image onto Kodak TIIXX film in a 35 m m Nikon FG camera. Photos were
taken at ASX 1600 with exposures of

-

0.25 s. The film was developed and the photos

were printed in house.
As the modulated phase forms slowly, the most uniform examples of the
distortion are obtained when the voltage near the transition is increased at a rate < .5

V/hr. The uniformity is also dependent on the cleanliness of the sample and on the
uniformity of the thin layer of epoxy between the glass and the electrodes.

Xs the

voltage is increased. the first indication of the approach of the transition is that the
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Fig. 24. Photographs of modulated phase.
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sample appears to have a more grainy appearance. The grain size grows as the voltage
is increased and the dotted pattern seen in the photos of Fig. 24 develops. The stripes
grow out of the dotted pattern, basically parallel to the electrodes and perpendicular to
the magnetic field; the wavevector of the stripes is along i . The contrast in the image
is best if a single analyzer is used after the cell with its direction of polarization parallel
to 2. The transition can be monitored quantitatively by measuring the capacitance, the
first visible distortions are accompanied by increases in the capacitance.

.4t higher

voltages, the stripes disappear by annealing together, sometimes leaving disclination
lines which are slow to disappear. The chronology and geometry of the stripe growth is
very reproducible for increasing voltage:

the pattern always forms from the same area

with similar defects. IVhen the voltage is decreased. the pattern can be quite different:
the stripes are not very uniform and they tend to lie along i, i.e. with a wavevector
along j.. This is consistent ~ 4 t hthe observation that the transition is first order and
that the same voltage will be associated with a different dm.
When the modulations were first observed, some effort was put into ascertaining
whether or not the effect was electrohydrodynamic in nature. The optical properties of
IVilliwns domains, the most common electrohydrodynamic modulation, are similar to
the domains observed here in that the best contrast is observed when a single analyzer
is oriented with its direction of polarization perpendicular to the axis of the domains,
and the domains are not visible when this analyzer is oriented parallel to the domains.
The most compelling evidence that the domains observed at the electric field induced
bend transition are not associated with flow lies in the comparison of the frequency
dependence of the two effects.

The measurements were generally done with an ac

voltage of 1-2 kHz where as IVilliams domains are typically studied at 50-200 Hz.
Figure 25 shows the frequency dependence of the threshold voltage for a cell of width

5.3 mm in the presence of a 0.33 T stabilizing magnetic field. The electrohydrodynarnic
-.

effects due to both carrier injection and the formation of space charges with
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Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 25.

Frequency dependence of threshold voltage for electric field induced bend

Freedericksz transition.
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accompanying ion flow are highly frequency dependent. this dependence is absent here
where the threshold voltage appears to be essentially constant in frequency over three
orders of magnitude. To check the frequency dependence of the threshold for Williams
domains, a 40 pm planar cell with homogenous alignment was filled with MBBA, a
liquid crystal with negative dielectric anisotropy and positive conductivity anisotropy.
Figure 26 shows the frequency dependence of the threshold voltage for Williams
domains in this cell, in striking contrast with the results for the stripes observed in
conjuction with the electric field induced bend transition. As well, it was obvious that
the modulated phase observed here \\-as not a transient effect with associated backflow,
as the stripes persist in a stable configuration at constant voltage ,uld magnetic field
over a time period of days. Under microscopic observation. the flow of particles can be
detected in a IVilliams domain cell. Unfortunately, such observation was not possible in
this geometry.
It is interesting to note that even though the threshold voltage is essentially
constant, the nature of the deformation seems to vary somewhat with frequency. At
200 Hz, the stripes start in the center of the 5.3 mrn cell. while for higher frequencies
the tendency is for the stripes to start along the ~valls. .At lower frequencies of 200 and
500 Hz, the beaded phase is not noticeable. at 1 and 2' kHz, the beads precede the
vertical stripes while at higher frequencies, the beads persist longer and the sample has
a tendency for horizontal stripes.
The wavelengths of the modulations were measured from the film with the aid of
a microscope with a micrometer driven x-y translation stage. The wavelength increases
slightly as the voltage is increased but the magnitude of the applied magnetic field has
the most noticeable effect. Figure 27 shows the dependence of the inverse wavelength
on the magnitude of the magnetic field for two cells of different width.

The linear

relationship between the inverse wavelength and the applied field is in agreement with
the wavelength dependence of the modulated deformations discussed in the last section.
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Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 26. Frequency dependence of threshold voltage for ll:illiams domains.
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Magnetic Field (T)

Fig. 27.

Effect of magnetic field on inverse wavelength A-' for two cells of different

width d.
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The periodic modulated deformation observed here is significantly different from
other modulated phases. It is a static, equilibrium deformation in the same class as the
stable modulated phases observed by Lonberg and 3leyer [I9851 and Cladis and Torza
[1975]. In contrast to these two stable phases. however, the modulated phase observed

during the electric field induced bend transition is characterized by the director staying
in the plane of the initial orientation and the fields. The conditions necessary for the
existence of this phase are discussed in the next section.
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Complete theoretical treatment of these stable periodic structures involves
solving the Euler-Lagrange equations, a set of coupled nonlinear equations, for the
deformation which minimizes the Frank free energy. As it turns out, this is not a very
tractable approach, and so a variety of simplifications have been made in attempting to
obtain solutions corresponding to the stable modulated phases outlined above.

The

periodic distortion associated with splay avoidance is the easiest to solve as the
transition to the modulated phase precedes the transition to the uniform phase. As the
transition is second order. the distortion amplitude should be small close to the
transition making it possible to linearize the equations and solve for the corresponding
deformation [Lonberg and Aleyer, 19851.

On the other hand, the periodic phase

associated with the bend Freedericksz transit ion with diverging bend elastic const ant
takes place at a field slightly higher than that at which the transition to a uniform
distorted phase occurs. The second transition occurs when the uniform phase becomes
unstable to the formation of a periodic phase. Solving this problem involves testing the
local stability of the uniform distorted phase to a periodic modulation using an
experimentally motivated form of the distortion [.Allender and Hornreich. 19871. Recent
computational results minimizing the free energy for a finite dimensional director field
also offer solutions to these problems [Cohen et al., 1986: Cohen, 19881.
The esperinlental studies made on the stable periodic structure observed as part
of this work on the electric field induced bend transition sugest that this Freedericksz
transition is directly to a modulated phase. However, as the transition is first order, the
assumption that the distortion is small at threshold is not valid. As a first attempt at
the theoretical solution to this problem, it can be sho~vnthat a modulated distortion
can give a lower free energy than a uniform distortion [.Illender et al., 19891. These
calculations are outlined below. Future work will include optimizing the form of the
distortion to give the lowest free energy.
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First it is worth discussing what may be learned from a theoretical treatment of
the periodic distortion. Summarizing the experimental observations:

-

the stripes are observed in the electric field induced bend transition. but not in the

electric field induced twist transition,

- they develop as the sample is reorienting and disappear at higher voltages and
- the wavelength of the distortion decreases with increasing magnetic field.
It is interesting to note the correlation between the existence of the modulated
phase and nonzero values of the i component of the electric field in the sample, EZ,
given by

where

n = ( sin 0, 0, cos 0 ).
Below the transition, nx = 0 and there is no modulation. .Above the transition, n, is
close to unity and nZ = 0. The modulated phase exists in the transition region where
EZ is nonzero.
In analyzing this distortion. the director is assumed to be in the i-i plane,
defined by the boundary conditions and the applied fields. The director lies at an angle

e with respect to the i axis. In previous calculations. the angle e I\-as assumed to
depend only on z. Kow, however. the 'angle

e

e is allowed to depend on s as well as z, i.e.

= e(x,z). The free energy due to elastic deformation and field effects (in units of

K,[;]')

now takes the form

etc. and the coordinates are expressed in units of '. Here we define K =
ax
I
K
ayB2
1
and h = - '
1,
K = 1 - K, and recall that e =
K3
~ 0 I i 3[TI .

where

e,

=

B(X,Z)can be written as the sum of the solution of the unmodulated phase
a modulation term 0,
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For simplicity, we approximate do by gO(z)= dm sin(z) as before and use a trial
function for

of the form

The amplitude 69 is assumed to be small and r and q are variational parameters. The
free energy is expanded in 68 to order ( 6 0 ) ~and then in Om to order 9",

The resulting

expression for the free energy is

where

c1 = 3eu' - c0
c2 = 15eu3 - 10eu2

+ 23

-CO

c3 = reu - leu + Leu'., --1
45'0
3
5
35
o = 'c0 + -c1Bme + -c?Bm
+ zc30m
,
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16
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term is negative, the periodic solution is more stable tlian

the uniform solution.
Minimizing the free energy with respect to q and r to optimize these parameters
yields a quadratic equation for r' in terms of the above parameters, and an equation for
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and
The range of e for which metastable unmodulated solutions of the Landau free energy
exist was examined for solutions to Eqn. [5.7] and Eqn. [5.8]. The modulation makes a
negative contribution to the free energy for a range of u values, when .15<K<.S and h

= 0.0 for a range of e around the value of e at the first order transition. For example,
for Ii=.5, the contribution to the free energy is negative for .682<u<.688.

Figure 25

shows the dependence of Om, the free energy and the wavelength of the deformation on
the parameter e.
The theory described above shows that a periodic distortion of the form assumed
can minimize the free energy for certain values of the parameters.

The form of the

distortion assumed may not be appropriate when considering the effect of the magnetic
field as including a magnetic field term decreases the range for which a periodic solution
exists. Future I\-ork will attempt to examine a broader class of functions in order to
better describe the deformation.
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Fig. 28.

Dependence of dm, the free energy due to the deformation Fmodand the
c0c1v2

wavenumber q of the deformation on the voltage parameter e. e = - S, d:[l
.
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C h a ~ t e&
r Conclusions

Several aspects of the interaction of electric and magnetic fields with nematic
liquid crystals have been studied.
For the first time, a

SQUID magnetometer has been used to study the order

parameter of a nematic liquid crystal by measuring the diamagnetic susceptibility. The
results are consistent with those of other authors. both in absolute and relative
accuracy.

Proposed modifications to the experimental apparatus could significantly

improve the sensitivity of the magnetometer. Further work could usefully involve the
study of the effect of the ma,yitude of the ahgning field on the order parameter.
Mean field theory has been used to study the phase behavior of nematics in the
presence of arbitrarily oriented electric and magnetic fields. Calculations of the field
dependence of the order parameters and the transition temperatures have been carried
out. The results have been used to estimate how the molecular ordering induced by a
transverse electric field in a sample of nematic SCB in the presence of a stabilizing
magnetic field ~vouldaffect the optical properties of the sample.
The effect of a transverse electric field on the director fluctuations in a
komeotropically aligned sample of nematic SCB in the presence of a stabilizing
magnetic field has been studied. The first observation of field induced biaxiality in a
nematic with positive susceptibility anisotropies due to the differential enhancement of
director fluctuations has been made. The measured effects of the induced biaxiality are
in good agreement with the predictions of continuum theory.
Freedericksz transitions have been studied in geometries involving two fields,
where one is applied along the direction of initial alignment to stabilize the alignment
and the other is applied perpendicular to this direction to induce the transition. Landau
expansions and calculations of deformations which minimize the free energy exactly
http://www.e-lc.org/dissertations/docs/2006_01_19_15_18_40
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both predict that some of these transitions will be first order. Dielectric measurements
have been carried out which show clear evidence of hysteresis in the case of the electric
field induced bend transition.

Results for the electric field induced twist transition

show a small hysteresis. Furthermore, the thresholtl voltages both in the absence and in
the presence of a competing magnetic field are in good agreement with theory. The
width of the transitions in the presence of a competing magnetic field is significantly
less than predicted by theory. This discrepancy is not wholly understood at this time.
The discovery of a first order Freedericksz transition suggests the possibility of optical
bistability in these systems; exploring this effect with a view toward device applications
is an objective for future worl;.
.I\ new. static modulated phase associated with the electric field induced bend

Freedericksz transition has been observed.

This phase is different from static

modulated phases previously reported in that the nematic director appears to remain in
the plane defined by the initial alignment and the distorting field. Theoretical studies

demonstrate that for a film in the bend geometry with an electric field in the film
plane. the non-periodic Freederichz state is unstable agaiust the formation of a periodic
state having a wave vector parallel to the field for certain values of the physical
parameters.

Future work I\-ill attempt to achieve quantitative agreement with

experiment.
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program nmu
this program calculates values for the order parameter and
temperature of a rod like nematic in crossed fields
using the maier saupe model and integrating with the
calling function d q u d . choose the field strengths
and iterate delta to find the order parameters
output to 7
implicit real*S(a-h,o-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
real-8 Iii-bnd.upbnd
integer bl,b2,b3,cl.c2,c3
common lab/ alpha,delta.pi,sqrtpi
external fz.fq.fp
data
ndelta=1000
pi=2.dO*darcos(O.d0)
lwbnd=O.dO
upbnd=2.d0*pi
sqrtpi=dsqrt (pi)
deps=l.d-3
ivrite(i.10)
format(1x,'alpha'.Sx.'q',l2xl'p',l2x.'t',12x,'f)
choose field strengths
a=4.5-41-45SdO
write(3.s) 'Enter magnetic field strength. b'
read(5.b) b
write(5.b) 'Enter direction of b. eg. 1 0 0 '
read(&*) bl.b2.b3
ivrite(5,jO) b,bl1b2.b3
ba=-0.5dO*bl~b-0.3dO-b2~b+b3-b
bd=0.5dO*bl-b-O.3dO~b2*b
write(5,*) 'Enter electric field strength, c'
read(5,~)c
write(&*) 'Enter direction of c, eg. 0 1 0 '
r e a d ( 5 , ~ cl,c2,c3
)
ivrite(5,60) c,cl,c2,c3
ca=-0.5d0~cl*c-O.5d0~c2~c+c3*c
cd=O.5d0*cl*c-0.5d0~c2~c
write 3,* ba,bd
ivrite 5,* ca,cd
write i,50 b,bl,b2,b3
m i t e 7,60 c,cl,c2.c3
l~,'b='.g12.5.~*(',il.',',il.',',il,')')

I1
I {

l~,'c=',gl2.5,~~(~,il.',',il.',',il,')')
choose alpha, delta
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'70

format(lx,'nalpha=',i2,lx,'stepsize=',g15.7)
delt a=O.dO
do 500 ialpha=1.100
ivrite(5,*) 'Enter the minimum value of alpha required'
read(5,*) alpmin
if (alpmin.eq.O.dO) go to 600
1lite(5,z) 'Enter the maximum value of alpha required'
read(5,*) alpmax
write(5,+) 'Enter the number of alpha values required'
read(5,*) nalpha
stepsz=(alpmax-alpmin)/(nalpha-1)
write(5,70) nalpha.stepsz
do 100 j=l,nalpha
alpha=alpmin+stepsz~(j-1)
if (alpha.eq.O.dO) go to 100

C

c

calculate order parameters using dquanli

C

do 200 i=l,ndelta
zz=dquank(fz.l~vbnd.upbnd.deps.tolz.fifthz)
q=dquank(fq.l~vbnd.upbnd.deps,tolq.fifthq)
qq=1.5dO+q/zz-0.5dO
p=dquank(fp,lwbnd.upbnd.deps.tolp.fifthp)
pp=1 .zdo=p/zz
C

c

calculate t and new delta and check criterion

C

t=(qq+ba+ca)=a/alpha
deltal=(pp/3.d0+bd+cd)-a/t
diff=dabs(deltal-delta)
delta=deltal
if deltal.ge.1.d-4) go to 230
if diff.ge.1.d-i) go to 200
go to 260
reldif=dabs(diff/deltal )
if (reldif.ge.1.d-4) go to 200
f=(qq*qq+pp=pp/3.d0)/2.d0-t*(-1.d01dlog(4.dO~pi)-alpha/2.d0
+dlog(zz))/a
if (b3.ne.l) then
if (bl.eq.1) then

i

250
260

#

else if (b2.eq.l) then
qq=-0.5- qq-pp)
pp=-0.5* 3.*qq+pp)
endif
endif
write 6,210 alpha.qq.pp,t,f
m i t e 7,210 alpha.qq,pp,t,f
go to 100
continue
continue
format (lx,5(d12.5,1~))
format (14~,2(d12.5,1~))
continue
stop

I

I

200
100
210
220
500
600
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this is the integrand for calculating z
double precision function fz(x)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
common /ab/ alpha? delta, pi,sqrtpi
complex*16 arg,y
aa=delta*dcos(2.dO~x)
gmmasq=1.5dO*(aa-alpha)
if (grnmasq.eq.O.dO) go to 11
kb=O
if (gmmasq.gt.O.dO) kb=l
gmmsq=dabs(gmmasq)
gmma=dsqrt (gmmsq)
gmmar=kb*gmma
gmmai=(l-kb)*gmma
arg=dcmpL~(,ommar.~.mmai)
call cerf(arg.y)
r=((l-kb)xdimag(y)+kb*dreal(y))=sqrtpi/gmma
go to 10
r=2.d0
fz=dexp(l.5dOxaa)=r
return
end

this is the integrand for q
double precision function fq(x)
implicit real~S(a-h.o-z)
common /ab/ alpha. delta. pi,sqrtpi
complex*16 arg,y
aa=delta*dcos(2.d0~x)
gmmasq=1.5dO*(aa-alpha)
if (gmmasq.eq.O.dO) go to 11
kb=O
if (gmmasq.gt.O.dO) kb=l
gmmsq=dabs(gmmasq)
gmma=dsqr t (gmmsq)
gmmar=kb*gmma
gmmai=(l-kb)*gmma
arg=dcmplx(gmmar.gmmai)
call cerf(arg,y)
r=(( 1-kb)*dimag(y)+kb*dreal(y))
ff=(r*sqrtpi/2.d0-gmma*dexp(-l.d0~gmm~q))/(gmma**3)
i (2*kb-1)
go to 10
ff=2.dO/3.d0
fq=dexp(1.5dO*aa)*ff
return
end
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this is the integrand for p
double precision function fp(x)
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
common /ab/ alpha. delta. pi, sqrtpi
complex*16 arg,y
aa=delta*dcos(2.d0*x)
gmmasq=l.5dO+(aa-alpha)
if (gmrnasq.eq.O.dO) go to 11
kb=O
if (gmmasq.gt.O.dO) kb=l
gmmsq=dabs(gmmasq)
gmma=dsqrt (gmmsq)
gmnlar=kbrgrnma
gmmai=(l-kb)*gmma
arg=dcmplx(gmmar.gmnlai )
call cerf(arg,y)
r=((l-kb)*dimag(y)+kb=dreal(y))
part l=r*sqrtpi/gmma
part2=(r*sqrtpi/2.d0-gm~~~a=dexp(-l.dO*gmmasq))/(gmmar=3)r(2rkb-1)
go to 10
part l=2.d0
part2=2.dO/3.d0
fp=dcos(2.d0~x)~de.up(1.3d0=aa)~!partl-part2)
return
end

this program looks for crossings in the free energy
program cross
implicit real+S(a-h.o-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
dimension q(1000). p(1000), t(1000), f(1000), slope(1000)
dimension alp(1000)
input data

npts=O
do 40 ip=1,1000
read(4,*,end=45) alp(ip),q(ip),p(ip),t (ip):f(ip)
npts=npts+l
continue
do 100 i=l,npts
deltat=t(i+l)-t(i)
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if (deltat.eq.O.dO) go to 490
slope(i)=(f(i+l)-f(i))/(t(i+l)-t(i))
continue
do 200 i=l,npts
nb=i
ii=i+2
do 300 j=ii,npts
if t j).gt.t(i+l)) go to 300
if t j+l).lt.t(i)) go to 300
if (f(j).gt.f(i+l)) go to 300
if (f(j+l).lt.f i ) go to 300
deltas=slope j -slope(i)
if (deltas.eq.O.dO) go to 300
deltat=t(j)-t(i)
tt=(slope(j )*t(j)-slope(i)*t(i)+f(i)-f(j ))/deltas
ff=(slope(i)*slope(j) ~ d e l t a+slope(j
t
)~f(i)-slope(i)~f(j
) )/deltas
na=j
rvrite(6,565)tt,ff
if (tt.ge.t(j)) go to 330
go to 300
if (tt.le.t(j+l)) go to 340
go to 300
if (tt.ge.t(i)) go to 350
go to 300
if (tt.le.t(i+l)) go to 500
continue
continue
write(6.540)
go to 570
write(6,530)
go to 570
tni=tt
ql=(q nb+l)-q(nb))/(t(nb+l)-t(nb))=(tt-t(nb))+q(nb)
q2=(q na+l)-q(na))/(t(na+l)-t(na))=(tt-t(na))+q(na)
m i t e 6,530) tni
write 6.555) ql,q2
write(i,520)
write(i,560) b,c,ff,tni.ql,q2
if (i.ne.npts) go to 200
format lx,'b',12x,'c'~12xl'f ,12x,'tni'110x.Xql',llx.'q2~)
format lx,'there are two identical adjacent temperatures')
format(lx,'no crossing was found')
format lx,'the crossing off occurs at t='.gl5.8)
format lx,'above the transition, q=',g12.5,' below, q=',g12.5)
lx.6(g12.5,1~))
lx,2(g15.8,1~))
stop
end

II

I1

1

I

I
I
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program frng
Calculates maximum deformation angle. free energy and capacitance
for bend freedericksz transion in two fields
Input thm, h, calculate e and free energy
Output to unit 7
implicit real*8(a-hpz)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
character*64 filename
e=reduced voltage parameter
h=reduced magnetic field paramenter
F=free energy
TH3I=maximum deformation angle
common /a/ ineg
common /d/ u,ek.h.pi
common /ee/ etasq
common /f/ flnO.fldO,flO
external fcne.fcnf.fcnc
material parameters and other data
u=(epspar-epsperp)/epspar, this changes sign
when e < O.dO
ek=(k3-kl)/k3
d=3.3mm, width of cell in x direction
cl=.5mm, length of the cell in the z direction
ch=2.54cm, height of the cell (y)
pi=2.dO.dacos(O.d0)
eO=S.S5d-12
eperp=SSdO
write(*,.) 'Input elastic parameter kappa'
read.(*,*) ek
write(*,*) 'Input dielectric parameter u'
read.(*,*) u
d=3.3d-3
ch=2.54d-2
c1d.d-4
epse= 1.d-5
set up input/output files
write(*,*) 'Data to device:filename'
read(*,l) filename
format ( a )
open(7,file=filename,status='new')
input magnetic field
write(*,*) 'Input magnetic field parameter: '
read(*,*) h
write(*,3) h
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-

write(7'3) h
format(lx,'h.lagnetic field parameter i~'~el0.5)
dte(7,~)
write(j.5)
format(lx,2x7'theta max',2x,3x7'e parameter7,3x7lx,'£reeencrgy7,1x,
lx,'capaci tance')

now we want to vary thm, iterate to find
e and then calculate f for
each value of the voltage and find where f=fO
write(*,*) 'Lower bound on thm?'
read(*,*) thmin
write(*,*) 'Upper bound on thm?'
read(*,*) thmax
write(*,*) 'Number of steps?'
read(*,*) nthm
iflag=O
ineg=O
do 25 i=l,nthm
if (ineg.eq.1) then
u=- l.dO-u
iflag= 1
ineg=O
end if
thm=float(i-l)/float(nthm-l);c(thmax-thmin)+thmin
can now calculate numerator and denomenator without
f l for phi=pi/2

set limits for

e

if (h.lt.O.dO.and.iflag.eq.0) then
elow=0.0
ehigh= 1.d5
else if (h.lt.O.dO.and.iflag.eq.1) then
elow=hr(l.dO-u*etasq)**2+l.d-6
ehi h=O.dO
else i (h.ge.O.dO.and.iflag.eq.0) then
elo~v=h*(l.dO-uxetasq)+l.d-6
ehigh= 1.d6
end if

B

iterate to find e, criterion epse

calculate free energy and capacitance
call hgcap(thm,e,f,c)
c=2.dO*eO*eperp*ch*cl/d*c
write(*,30) thm,e,f,c
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write(7'30) thm,e,f,c
C

c

new theta max

C

25
30

100

continue
format(lx,4(dl3.6.1~)
write(*,-) 'Continue y or n)?'
read(*,l) check
if (check.eq.'n') then
go to 100
else
go to 2
end if
stop
end

1

C

C
C
C

c
c

function to find e by bisection method. criterion epse
further documentation in Press et al. [19S6]

C

11

function rtbis(func.xl ,s2.sacc)
implicit real-8(a-h.0-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
parameter (jmax=40)
fmid=func(x2)
f=func(xl)
if (ftfmid.ge.0.) pause 'Root must be bracketed for bisection.'
if(f.lt.O.)then
rt bis=xl
dx=x2-xl
else
rtbis=x2
dx=xl-s2
endif
do 11 j=l.jmax
dx=dx*.5
xmid=rtbis+dx
fmid=func(xmid)
if fmid.lt.O.)rtbis=xmid
if abs(dx).lt.xacc .or. fmid.eq.0.) return
continue
pause 'too many bisections'
end

I

C

C
C
C

c
C

function to be zeroed

I

function fcne(e
implicit r e a l 4 a-h.0-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
common /d/ u,ek,h,pi
common /ee/ etasq
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common /f/ flnO,fldO,flO
external fcnl
integrating to precision epsint
ck=dsqrt (1.do-etasq)
cappa=cel(ck,l.d0,l.d0,l.d0)
epsint=l.d-5
flO=dsqrt (flnO/(e+fldO))
gl=simp(e,O.dO,pi/2.dO,epsint,n,fcnl)
fcne=gl+flO*cappa-5.d-1
return
end

function to calculate integrand for fcne
function fcnl(e.phi)
implicit real~S(a-h.0-z)
implicit integer-4(i-n)
common / d l u,ek,h.pi
common /eel etasq
common If/ flnO.fldO.fl0
ysq=dsin(phi) 4 x 2
fn=(l.dO-ek*etasq*ysq)*(l.dO-u-etasq-ysq)-(l.dO-u~etasq)
fd=e-hx(l.dO-u~etasq-ysq)~(l.dO-uxetasq)
fcnl=(dsqrt (fn/fd)-flO)/dsqrt (1.-etasq-ysq)
return
end

function to perform integration via adaptive simpson's rule
function simp(e,a,b,error,n,ffn)
implicit real*S(a-h,o-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
dimension as(1000),bs(1000)
if(a.eq.b)
- . then
simp = O.dO
return
endif
do 3 i=1,1000
as(i) = O.dO
bs(i) = O.dO
continue
i=O
s = 0.
imax=O
eps = error
calculate error criterion
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initialise stacks

update stacks

evaluate error
if(i.ge.imau) imau=i
xil=bs i)+4*bs i-2)+bs(i-4)
xi2=bs i)+4*bs i-l)+bs(i-2)

I

I

xi3=bs(i-2)+4*bs(i-3)+bs(i-4)
diff=xil-0.5*(xi2+xi3)
if(dabs(diff).le.err )then
s=s+xil*(as(i-4)-as(i))/6.
i=i-4
if(i.le.l)then
simp = s
go to 2
endif
endif
go to 1
continue
n=(imax-5)/2+1
return
end
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subroutine to calculate free energy and capacitance
once thm, e are known
subroutine frngcap(th,ehown,fr,cap)
implicit realr8(a-h,o-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
common /d/ u,ek,h,pi
common /ee/ etasq
common /g/ f20,f30
external fcn2,fcn3
calculate free energy for thm=O

calculate integrands for phi=pi/2

complete equation for free energy
ck=dsqrt(l.dO-etasq)
cappa=cel(ck.1.dO.1.dO.1.dO)
epsint=l.d-5
g2=simp(eknown.0.d0.pi/2.d0,epsint .n.fcn2)
epsint=l.d-5
g3=simp(ekno~vn.0.d0,pi/2.d0.epsint.n,fcn3)
fr=g2+flO*cappa-f0
cap=g3+f30rcappa
return
end

function to calculate integrand for free energy
function fcn2(e,phi)
implicit realvS(a-h,o-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
cornmon /d/ u,ek,h,pi
common /ee/ etasq
common /g/ f2O,f30
ysq=dsin( phi) * r2
e-h*(l.dO-u*etasq)*(l.dO-u*etasq~ysq))
l.dO-ek*etasqrysq)*(l.d0-~*etas~*~s~)
x(1.do-u*etasq)
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gth=dsqrt ( fn/fd)
alpha=(l.dO-ek*etasq*ysq)*etasq* '1.dO-ysq)
beta=(e/u+h*(l.dO-uaetasq*ysq)* l.dO-etasqrysq))
*
/(l.dO-u*etasq*ysq)
fcn2=(alphargth-beta/gth-f2O)/dsqrt(l.d0-etasq*ysq)
return
end

I

function to calculate capacitance
function fcn3(e7phi)
implicit real*S(a-h,o-z)
implicit integer*A(i-n)
common /d/ u,ek,h,pi
common /ee/ etasq
common /g/ f20.f30
ysq=dsin( phi)zr'l
fn=(e-hz(l.dO-u=etasq)=(l.dO-u*etasqrysq))
fd=(l.dO-ek~etasq=ysq)=(l.d0-u=etasq~ysq)~(l.dO-u=etasq)
gth=dsqrt ( fn/fd)
fcn3=(l./(l.-u=etasq*ysq)/gth - f30)/dsqrt(l.-etasq-ysq)
return
end

function to evaluate elliptic integral
qqc is 1-kak
for integral of the first kind, pp=aa=bb=l
further documentation in Press et al. (19861
function cel(qqc,pp,aa.bb)
implicit realrS(a-h.0-z)
implicit integer*4(i-n)
parameter (ca=.0003. pi02=1.5707963268)
if(qqc.eq.O.)pause 'Failure in CEL'
qc=abs(qqc)
a=aa
b=bb
P=PP
e=qc
em=l.
if(p.gt.O.)then
p=sqrt(p)
b=b/p
else
f=qc*qc
q=l.-f
g=l.-p
f=f-p
q=q*(b-a*p)
p=sqrt(f/g)
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1

a=(a-b)/g
b=-q/(g*g*p)+a*p
endif
f=a
a=a+b/p
g=e/p
b=b+f-g
b=b+b
p=g+p
g=em
em=qc+em
if(abs(g-qc).gt.g*ca)then
qc=sqrt(e)
qc=qc+qc
e=qc*em
,
got01
endif
cel=pio2*(b+axem)/(emx(em+p))
return
end
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